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year. At least five students have been
contacted this semester. said Piper, who

answered the man’s queries, thinking
they were harmless. Soon. however, she

is in charge of the case.

became suspicious. After the man implied he would like her to pose nude, she
became upset and confronted the man

By Rosy Lor
Tuesday’s “not guilty” verdict in the O.J. Simpson
double-murder trial provoked a wide variety of responses
and inspired a great deal of debate across the campus.
Amanda Godwin (SFS 99) said she was in the cafeteria
having lunch when the verdict was announced over the

radio. “A few people got up and started cheering and
clapping,” she said.
Pat Noyes (FLL ’98) was in the language lab in the
Intercultural Center when the verdict was delivered. “At
[12:55], when I turned off my ‘French in Action’ tape and

looked up, there were more than 40 people already in the
lab. Everyone at the TVs switched to Tom Brokaw and
pulled out the headphone plugs. By the time they announced the verdict, there were more than 80 people
standing around. Generally, people reacted to the jurors’
‘not guilty’ with groans. Although there were a tew cheers,

but was afraid to bring it up with her
roommate for fear of offending her.

and illegal harassing calls is thathe isnot

The calls then stopped for her, but a

obscene and he does not pester the same
person continuously if the victim objects.
Piper said the caller was arrested in
the 1970s for making obscene phone

week later her roommate got another
call. “When [ walked into the room and
heard her answering the same types of
questions [the caller] had asked me, I

calls and is very aware of the‘laws. “He
knows exactly what he can and cannot

asked her who the caller was. She said it

say. He's been doing this for 25 years.”
Two freshmen roommates, who asked
to remain anonymous, were among the
first to report calls to DPS this year.
According to Piper, their case is typical
of this man's approach. He pretends to be

with her over the summer. At that point,
I knew what we were dealing with,” she

By Kathleen McGovern

said.
The other roommate said. “He asked
me how well I could keep a secret. He
See PHONE, p. 3

Students and faculty members discussed the
influence of race, class and gender in the way the

announced.
1
“The thing that disturbs me the most

American public viewed the outcome of the O.J.

polarization between blacks and whites regard-

Pending ANC Approval
M. Willard

was moved

to 37th Street last year be-

A block party is scheduled for Friday,
Oct. 13, on the 1200 block of 37th Street
between N and Prospect streets, pending
approval by the Advisory Neighborhood

cause mostly students live in that neighborhood and it is farther away from Holy
Trinity Church.
“We don’t anticipate any problems
with the ANC, as the last party showed
great improvements over previous par-

Commission

ties,” Segal said.

HOYA Staff Writer

2E,

according

to Garth

Arevalo (GSB '96), who is coordinating
the party.

“The only hurdle I haven’t crossed yet
is the ANC. As far as I know, they think
last spring went well and are open to the
possibility [of having the party],” he said.
The university and the ANC initially
opposed last Spring's block party. After
making certain alterations to the plans
for the party, the ANC and the university
altered their stances and the necessary

permits were issued.
“Since it’s been a contentious issue in
the past, the Department of Consumer
and Regulatory Affairs, Emergency Preparedness and the Alcoholic

Beverage

Control Board won’t issue the permit
without ANC and university approval,”

said Ned Segal (FLL ’96), president of
the Georgetown University Student Association.
The block party is on of the agenda for
Tuesday night's ANC meeting. To run
the party, Arevalo would need a permit to
block off the street, a building permit to
construct the stage and two permits from
the ABC because he plans to sell alcohol
intwo locations. Without approval of the
ANC, the permits would not be valid.
“The permits are all pending ANC and
university approval,” Segal said.

the prevailing attitude
Brian Recor (SES
when the verdict was
huddled around in one

can Redmond/The HOYA -

Crowds, like this one in F. Scott’s, formed Tuesday at 1 p.m. to hear the Simpson verdict.

foreign

Student Forum Held on O.J. Trial

“The university will support the block
party as long as the ANC supports it.
There are people on the ANC who are
willing [to support us] and some who are
against us,” Arevalo said.
ANC Commissioner
Jonda McFarlane
said the spring block party was well-run
and well-managed, and things looked to
be in good shape for this party.
She said she was distressed. however,
that students had waited so long to come

to the ANC and “there will be concern at
the meeting that the party is only three

days away.”
Arevalo may face some problems with
the Citizens Association of Georgetown,
an organization that will send representatives to the ANC meeting. “CAG does

not support this block party. We were
never informed about it at all,” said
Rachelle Reid, executive director of the
association.

“[The block parties] cause a ton of
noise and trash ... Generally, there have

been problems with the block parties,
especially with beer and underage drinking,” Reid said.
Arevalo said he would also meet with

ABC Chair Pat Adams today. “I'm going to address his concerns and do what-

See PARTY, p. 3

affected peoples’ reactions after the verdict was

The phrase “No students, No groups” was spraypainted on the house at 1921 37th St. last week. A
sign advertising the property for rent was crossed out
with the words

“No

students” written beneath

it,

according to witnesses.

ing the issue of [Simpson's] guilt or innocence.”

was an issue for the jurors. It’s too bad that the issue was

Approximately 50 students attended the meeting, which was organized by Dean of Students
James A. Donahue.
The three panelists who led the meeting were

Michael Sizer (SES 96) said, ‘I don’t think that race
slanted.”

innocent because he’s black, that troubles me
because they are saying I can’t form a judgement

Ka Vang (CAS ’97), co-vice-president of the Vietnamese Student Association, said, “Racism is a relevant factor

based on the evidence,” said Chad Dawson (SFS
’96).
Lori White, director of student programs, David
Cole, a professor at Georgetown University Law
“I will never know what it feels like to underCenter and Dan Welch, a defense attorney in the
stand the U.S. justice system as a black man,”
Donahue said in response to one student’s comDistrict.
“If this case had happened 10 years ago, there
ment about the frustration
he feels as a black man
wouldn’thave been any blacks on the jury,” Cole LnTAmErICa
said.
“The verdict and the response show we have a
A lot of the discussion focused on possible
long way to go.” Cole said, in describing race as

in the case, but the media made it more than it really was.
Towards the end of the trial, it turned into more of a black

and white struggle than a quest for justice.”
Caleb Pitters (SFS ’97), vice president of the Georgetown

chapter of the National Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, said. “It is important to recognize that

a decisive factor in the reaction to the verdict.

dered two people.” said Traci Cosby (FLL *97).
“There’s one thing that everybody agrees on—
that money played a partin this case. The fact that
[Simpson] had so much money determined the

verdict were] white Americans,” Cole said.
The discussion also touched on the role of
domestic abuse in the case.

result [of the verdict],” Cole said.

content or upset with the verdict.”
:
“There's no doubt in my mind that O.J. did it. For us to

“The people who were most stunned [by the

believe that there's a suspect running around is absurd,”
said Noah Gordon (CAS 96).

“People seem to forget about the victims ... to

“I'm just glad that the trial’s over,” Joanne Faustini
(NUR 99) said, echoing many students’ sentiments.

me, that is a tragedy,” White said.

Riggs Bank, GU Decide to Close Campus Branch
‘By Alicia Hunt
HOYA Staff Writer

The Riggs Bank will leave the Ryan
Administration Building on Dec. 27 and
more automated teller machines will be

installed so that the bank’s clientele may
access their accounts, according to Jeri
‘Schweider, senior vice president of Riggs

National Bank.
“My understanding is that it was a
“mutual decision [between the university
and Riggs],” said Ernie Porta, director of

Georgetown's Treasury Services. [The
Georgetown branch] was not particularly profitable compared to other
branches. ... and the university, for its
part, is tight on space.” Porta said.
The branch in the Ryan building did
not have a lease agreement with the uni-

versity, Porta said. “They were not pay-

ing any rent. They were in there free.” he
said.
‘
He said this branch of the bank had
approximately 3,600 accounts, which
were predominantly from students and
faculty.
Caroline West, vice president in corporate banking for Riggs, said the nature

of the transactions that occurred in the
branch would be better served by ATMs
than by the teller service. “Most of the
transactions are students needing to access their cash. ... ATMs can also take
deposits, as well,” she said.
“We have a full-service branch right
down the street [al the corner of Wisconsin Avenue and M Street], Schweider

said. She said she believes the clients
would prefer additional ATMs that are
open 24 hours, and five new machines
are planned around campus as a result.

According to a manager at the Ryan
branch. the main transactions that oc-

curred in Ryan were check cashing, deposits and account inquiries.
Porta said it is not yet definite what the
abandoned space will be used for, but the
other offices in Ryan, including the
Treasury’s offices, Office of Student
Accounts and the University Bursar, are

cramped and may expand into the space.
Many students said they did not think
the change would affect their decision to

bank with Riggs. “As long as there is

consin and M,” he said.
~ Giuseppe

Aurrcchio (GSB

'97) said

he did not believe it would be a major
change. “Idon’treally use [the bank] that

“I came home to typed Post-It notes basically
telling us to clean up our stuff and keep our yards

clean. They were not nice notes,” Gaillard said.
“[ The neighbors] basically said, ‘Clean up your
stuff. We don’t like you living with us,"™ said a

Chair

Program

Kathleen

Daly

Board
(GSB

Comedy
'98). The

cancellation was attributed to a scheduling conflict by one of the show's stars,
Courtney Cox, Daly said.
“I was told by Smith Fairtield [a pub-

written on the rental sign. “There might have been
more on the door, but I'm not sure. I heard about it
from two neighbors, so I called the rental agency.
They sent people out immediately to clean it up.”

licist for the show] that Cox. due to a
scheduling conflict, would not be able to

make it. ... As a result of that. Matthew
Perry wasn’t coming,” Daly said.

“There is a big difference between Post-It notes

“Because Cox pulled.out, all the other

cast members pulled out as well.”
“It had nothing

he had not had any complaints about student houses

Mari Edmund

on the 1900 block so far this year.
3
David Conner, a resident of the same block, and

to do with us.” said

(GSB

98), GPB

market-

ing chair.
“We had an emergency board meeting
to decide what we should do, but there

former president ofthe citizens association, who said
his own house was vandalized at one point by students said he doesn't think vandalism is the answer.
“I’ve seen some instances of vandalism. We totally

Obviously, if you have an opinion about something,
you should take credit for it.”

the credit
Center in1996 fiscal
to $34,100

“It’sashame all the work was wasted,”

Georgetown

abhor any type of vandalism or graffiti, and believe
it’s certainly a coward’s way to express themselves.

location. She said rent for
union's space in the Leavey
creased about $10,000 for the
year, from $23,944 last year
this year.

Daly said.

unable to make the event, according to

Peter Pulsifer, president of the Burleith Citizens
Association, said he saw the phrase ‘No students’

affect the community as a whole.” He also said that

open accounts at the credit union, now

‘Friends’ Cancel Appearance

said.

Christine Gaillard (GSB ’96), a next-door neighbor, disagreed. “I tend to think it was students who
wanted to rent it but were turned down,” she said.
According to Gaillard, tension on this block dates

“They were definitely our main competition,” she said.
“Thope that more people will decide to

Riggs was not paying rent in its Ryan

Members of the cast of the TVs show
“Friends,” who were scheduled to appear in Gaston Hall Saturday, will be

and graffiti. Post-It notes are a lot neater and don’t

union.

said Charles Dane (CAS ’96). “It’s not
that much bigger of a deal to go to Wis-

further neighborhood problems.
The student said she was the one who discovered
the graffiti Monday morning. “I have no clue who it
would be. Why would neighbors write that?” she

neighbors.

Cindy Rothman (GSB ’96), chairwoman and chief executive officer of the
Georgetown University Alumni and Student Federal Credit Union, said she hoped
the departure of Riggs from campus
would have a positive effect on the credit

that we are the only financial institution
on campus,” she said.*
Rothman said she did not know that

HOYA Statf Writer

lems with student houses on that block but he had not
heard about the Post-It notes.

much except for the ATM,” he said.

direct deposit, it doesn’t bother me. It
doesn’t seem like it’s that big of a deal,”

student who wished to remain anonymous to avoid

anonymous, was involved in renting the house to the
last tenants. “I would say a neighbor did it,” he said,

bags” for garbage collection.

-

African-Americans are not a homogeneous group. Although we share our skin color, we diverge in our ideas and
beliefs. ... So therefore, it is unfair to say all blacks were

reasons surrounding the verdict. “He got off
because the evidence did not prove that he mur-

Pulsifer acknowledges that there have been prob-

back to the fall of 1994, when students were reported
by neighbors for using the “wrong colored trash

on.

said Paul Joseph (FLL 96).
“When I hear people say they just think he's

A local real estate agent, who wished to remain

citing tensions between the former tenants and the

was going

in White Gravenor.

~~

Further evidence of tension between area residents and students surfaced this week when it was
discovered that a vacant house on the 1900 block of
37th Street was defaced with anti-student messages.

what

Simpson trial at a forum held Wednesday night

is the

By Aaron Donovan

Special to The HOYA

wondering

“The L.A. police department doesn’t have a very good
reputation. They could have played with the evidence. 1
thought the verdict was justified,” said Greg Gaylor (FLL
’96).

Anti-Student Graffiti Found on House
By Annelies Ashoff

were

“[The verdict] shows us that we can buy our innocence.
He's guilty as sin. The only reason he got off was because
he had money,” said John Scuorzo (GSB 98).

Race was also discussed at the forum, both in
terms of its effect on the verdict and how it

Special to The HOYA

students

was one of shock.” he said.
98), was also in the language lab
released. “All the Americans were
corner near the monitor while all the

People shook their heads, shocked at the verdict,” he said.
Several students had strong feelings about Simpson's
wealth and its influence on the trials outcome.

was a man that claimed to have worked

Block Party Scheduled
Melissa

£

HOYA Staff Writer

mate, he begins a conversation.
One of the roommates said she started

dents were called during the last school

‘By
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Campus Pauses
For O.J. Verdict

receiving calls about three-and-a-half
weeks ago from a man claiming to be her
roommate's father. “At first, he was very
nice and I was trying to be polite because
I thought it was her father. I didn’t think
of any other eventualities.” she said.
He then called three more times and
started asking questions, she said. She

“We know who he is. and what he
does, but we cannot arrest him until he
commits a crime,” she said. Piper said
the difference between this man’s calls

‘tu-

“i

GEORGETOWN

Friday—Windy, rainy, low 70s
Saturday—Partly sunny, high 60s
Sunday—Partly sunny, 60s

distant acquaintance, and as soon as he
has enough information about the room-

have reported phone calls again this year
from a man who attempts to gain their
confidence and then discuss sex over the
phone, according to Sgt. Selena Piper of
the Department of Public Safety.
Piper said the same man has been
calling Georgetown female students for
three years. and approximately 50 stu-

on
age

(Vv

a relative of the other roommate

By Sarah Archer
Special to The HOYA
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The Three-Day Forecast
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was nothing we could really do about it.
We decided to put up as many signs as
we could. It’s a shame,” Edmund said.
“1 was still planning for it when I got
the call [that Cox

Vandals wrote ‘No students’ on this house in Burleith.

was unavailable].

Tt

wasn’t a result of anything we did. The
stars just had a scheduling conflict,”

said GPB Chair Wes Tydlaska (GSB
'96).
“Friends” co-stars Cox and Perry were
originally going to speak in Gaston Hall
along with another cast member, either

Matt LeBlanc or David Schwimmer. The
speech was to be part ofa program called
“Voter Jam 95,” which was aimed at
getting college students to vote.
Edmund said the stars were also to

make stops at the White House, Planet
Hollywood, HMV

Records on Wiscon-

sin Avenue and the University of Maryland at College Park. As a result of this

scheduling conflict, all of these area appearances

have

been

canceled.

At the

University of Maryland, the cast was
+ scheduled to be part of the homecoming
festivities, Daly said.
Tydlaska said he thought it was unlikely that GPB would be able toreschedule the event, because “Voter Jam ’95”
would most likely not ask the cast members back to campus.

“It’s a sad day for Georgetown when
we can’t get somebody like that to come.
We can get world dignitaries, but we

can’t get notable people from pop culture,” said Peter Saharko (CAS 97).
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Leavey Center Space Concerns Students

Healy Rooftop
Under Renovation
southern

half of the

roof of

Although construction in the Leavey
Center will increase the building’s over-

Healy Hall and the floor of the
building’s bell tower arein the process
of being renovated. The renovations,

all usable space, several student-group
complaints have recently surfaced re-

which began on Sept. 25, will be completed by December, according to
Stacy Meyer, project manager for

garding the elimination of certain areas
of interest to these organizations.
Two meeting rooms used by student

planning and project management, a
part of the Division of Facilities.

groups have been lost in the construction, because of the relocation of the
Center for Minority Student Affairs and
the Office of Student Affairs from the
second floor tothe fifth floor. The MBNA
Career Center's move from the fifth to

“There’s some places where the
building is actively leaking because a
lot of the masonry joints were really
wearing thin. We felt like we had to
address these things right away,”

the second floor has further complicated

Meyer said.

space availability.
“We lostroom S09 and 510, two meet-

Although there was roof work done
over Maguire Hall in the mid-1980s

ing rooms that some student groups used

and over Gaston Hallin the mid-1970s,

in the past,” said Martha Swanson, di-

the main section of the roof of the
building, constructed in 1879, has never

rector of student organizations
Office of Student Programs.

been renovated until now, according
to Meyer.
:

side of the building is planned for the
summer, Meyer said.
“To do the north side [of the building], it would impact that roadway.
We wanted to wait till the summer to

International Appetizers,

Gourmet

of Your Design,

Delectable

G
Coupon valid Sunday thru Thursday.
Must be presented when ordering.
1 coupon per party.
No other coupons apply.

Courthouse Plaza Metro
Nestled off the Street
2300 Clarendon Boulevard
Arlington, Virginia 22201

ers
w=
#
wn
Just 2 stops from GWU/Foggy Bottom Metro
After PdR, catch a film at AMC Courthouse Movies
ERE

main disappointment comes from a lack
of space for advertising events. We're
hoping to find advertising space.”

Kachadoorian echoed Frank's remarks, saying that the plan is generally
the same and the project is on schedule.

being redefined.

Kachadoorian said her sense was that
was

more

space

near

the

main

entrance to Leavey Center.
The Georgetown University Student
Association Lecture Fund, which has
traditionally distributed tickets at the

“There's been tweaking, but everything

is basically the same,” she said.
Despite the fact that some students are
still upset with the Leavey Center space
allocation, Kachadoorian said various
departments and student groups worked

former information desk at the main entrance of the building, will no longer be
able todo so because of space constraints.

together on the overall project.
“We worked to try to make the con-

“Although we don’tknow exactly what
the space will look like, we do know that
the space will probably not be suitable
for handing out tickets.” said Dan Erck

figuration of the first floor as good as it
could

be, given what

we had to work

with,” Kachadoorian said.

locations if the weather permits, would

serve students for common areas,” she
said.

from p. 1

(CAS

’96), chair of the lecture fund.

Students Bothered by Phone Calls

The permits cost approximately $260.
While the student band, Undercover Buddha, and WGTRB,

experienced

the student-run radio

The problem is not restricted to Georgetown University. Piper said. She said

PHONE, from p. 1
asked me to rate myself ona scale of 110

10 for confidentiality. I was thinking.
‘This is weird.” but I didn’t want to be
rude to him.”
Katherine Selles (CAS '97) said she

Arevalo said he has not spoken to the

5

Carol Kachadoorian, senior business
manager for the Office of Student Affairs, said the space where the Leavey
family portraits hung in the entrance is

be possible alternatives for ticket distri-

station, will costhim only a small amount,
Arevalo will need to put up $3,000 for
beer, $250 for the stage and $500 for
portable toilets.

Desserts

rector of student services and facilities.
GUSA President Ned Segal (FLL "96)
said he is unsure where students will be
able to advertise student activities. “My

Career Center when it opens on the first
floor, which will provide students a site

PARTY,

Pasta

space,” said Karen Frank, executive di-

duced.

there

used to be
into usable

“The students on the committee did a
great job understanding what would best

ever I can do to make [the party] safe.”
Sean Redmond/The HOY A

ing space. Corridors that
wasted, are being turned

Erck said the ICC Galleria, or outside

Scheduled

Meyer said the entire renovation
project is budgeted for $500,000.
The work includes slate replacement and work on the masonry above
the roof line.
—Aaron Donovan

“We're making better use of the exist-

think that the seminar room will be open
to student groups on certain nights up
until about 11 p.m.,” she said.
In addition to the loss of space on the
fifth floor, the width of the corridors in
. the Leavey Center entrance will be re-

There will be a seminar room in the

Block Party

do that,’ Meyer said.

Cool Bar,

for the

Swanson said the Office of Student
Programs was willing to work with the
Office of Student Affairs to try to make
the best use of the available space.

Construction for the rest of the semester will be on the section of the roof
from the bell tower to the south tower
near Lauinger Library. The section of
the roof from the bell tower to other

bution sites.

for meetings, according to Swanson. “I

By Jamal E. Watson
HOYA Staff Writer

The
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students

originate

asked her if she was interested in making

together.” she said.

which is a local volunteer organization

that had its funding cut last year.

day. any time. using all sorts of phone

is to avoid telling him anything and to

attempt to confront him. “Let the guy
know you know what he’s up to.” she
said. Piper said pastexperience
has shown
that once he is confronted. he does not
call back.

listings. Sometimes. he stops for a few

“The best way to deal with [the caller]
is to be aware that he’s out there,” Piper
said.

months—summers are generally slow—

but he always
Piper said.

starts back

to

said the most important thing students
can do to keep him from bothering them

;

While this is similar to many of the
students’ stories. according to Piper. all
other similarities end there. “He calls any

according

“These calls aren't threatening.” Piper
said, “but they are very annoying.” She

of my friends were interested. The number was phony. That's when I put it

Arevalo said fifty percent of the party ’s
profits will go tothe D.C. Schools Project,

in that county.

Piper.

alittle extramoney working fora photographer. “I was polite to him and he left a

$1.000. according to Arevalo.

and

the Department of Telecommunications
and police departments in Montgomery
County. Md., because the suspect’s calls

ago as a freshman.
Selles said after a little polite talk, he

phone number for me to call in case any

Washington

lar calls.
DPS is working in conjunction with

the same caller two years

D.C. Metropolitan Police Department
yet as to the amount they will charge for
security. Last year the price was over

at George

Americanuniversities have reported simi-

up again,”

aK i

ho

DPS Crime REPORT

Who offers

Sept. 26: ICC. Employee reported
printer stolen from office. No sign of

a securities industry
training program which is
interactive, online,
fun and exciting?

2

Oct. 1: Leavey Sidewalk Rail. Stu-

forced entry.

dent reported unregistered bike stolen [rom the rail. Bike was secured
with a U-lock and broken lock was
found on the scene.

Sept. 28: Leavey Center. Employee
reported wallet stolen from unsecured
office. Wallet contained $12 and

credit cards.

We do.
(7

Sept. 28: Henle Village Bike Rack.

Oct. 1: Alumni Square. Four students charged with destruction of

Studentemployeereported registered

university property and failure to com-

bike stolen from rack. Bike was secured with a U-lock.

ply with a DPS officer after investigation revealed their involvement in
damaging light fixtures in Alumni
Square and damage to private autos
nearby. At least one of the students

Sept. 29: Harbin Bike Rack. Stu-

We are PC Financial Network, America’s largest online
discount broker. PC Financial Network gives members of

Prodigy,® America Online™ and Reuters Money Networks"
the opportunity to trade stocks and mutual funds online.
For bright, articulate, hardworking individuals, we offer an
exciting, intensive 4 month training program. We'll prepare

you for your Series 7 and & 63 registrations.

Make it a point to attend our Information Session. You'll be

dent reported theft of unregistered
mountain bike. Bike was locked to

appeared to be highly intoxicated.

able to meet recent training program graduates who will

share their experiences and be available to answer your
questions. As more and more individuals become
interactive and online, our growth opportunities expand
daily. We believe it's time for you to get in on the beginning
of a very exciting and challenging
opportunity ... for you and for us.

Upon completion of the program, you'll join our

We’ll be on the Georgetown
Campus, Tuesday, October 10,
in the Conference Center from
7:00 - 9:00 PM, conducting the
Information Session.

Investor Services group handling investors’
questions about their portfolios and taking

their trading orders. You'll be given one
of the finest, user friendly, state-

of-the-art computer systems in
the financial services

If you are unable to attend,

industry. Your PC
workstation will allow you

please send your resume to:

This Saturday!

TE

1

College Relations, PC Financial
Network, Suite 700, One Pershing
_ Plaza, Jersey City, NJ 07399, Fax:

instant access to all financial

markets and assist you in
v/

the rack with a cable lock.

(201) 413-5257. You may also send

handling customer inquiries.

your resume in an ASCII file to:
LPanvini@aol.com.

We know you are serious
about your first job out of
college and we want to meet

PC Financial Network
is an EOE M/F/D/V.

with you to discuss what we
have to offer.

Georgetown Graduates: Michael Smith *95 (1.)
Michael Albanese '95 (c.) and Robert Crawford "80 (r.)

FINANCIAL
NETWORK.
PC Financial Network is a service of the Pershing Division of
Donaldson, Lufkin & Jenrette Securities Corporation.
Member SIPC, New York Stock Exchange
and all Principle Stock and Options Exchanges.

Tickets Available at Ticket Mastelgs:
For more information: 202-885-6403
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Burn, baby, burn — disco inferno.
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Power Macintoshe 7100/80 w/CD

Macintosh Performa 6214CD

SMB RAM/700MB hard drive,

SMB RAM/1000MB hard drive,

Power PC 601 processor, CD-ROM drive,
15" color monitor, keyboard and mouse.

Power PC 603 processor, quad speed CD-ROM
drive, 15” color monitor, keyboard, mouse and
all the software you're likely to need.

|
®
ie

0

Not the burger, pal—the killer computer.

[oO

) a0

|e

®
Cheap. Not as cheap as a taco, but hey.

|

PowerBook? 520

4MB RAM/240MB hard drive.

.

Color StyleWriters 2400
w/CardShop Plus®

Ink cartridge and cable included.

v
Unfortunately, they won't stay this low forever. So you need to forget about how hard your life is for a
RIGHT NOW AT YOUR CAMPUS RESELLER.
Being a student is hard. So weve made buying a Macintosh’ easy. So easy, in fact, that the ~~ minute and start thinking about how easy it will be with a Macintosh. The com2
prices on Macintosh personal computers are now even lower than their already low student prices. puter that gives you the power any student can use. The power to be your best” Ap
le e
ww

For more information contact the Hoya Computing Services at 202/994-9308

Mon.-Thurs. 9am-7pm, Fri. 9am-5pm, & Sat. 12pm-4pm
and sales taxes may vary. Offer expires October 13, 1995. ©1995 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, Macintosh Performa, PowerBook and “The power to be your best” are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc. Power Macintosh and Mac are frademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.
Product prices, product availability
CardShop Plus is a registered trademarx of Mindscape. All Apple’ products are designed lo be accessible to individuals with disability. To learn more (USS. only), call 800-776-2333 or TDD 800- -833-6223.
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College Political Groups Debate Welfare

GUTS Extends Service to Giant
Georgetown’s weekend bus services,
which include routes to the grocery store

by revenues from the Office of Transportation Management, which is funded by
parking charges, Bartholf said. It does

and the mall, will begin this weekend,
said Michael Bartholf, director of the
Oftice of Transportation Management.
The Georgetown University Transportation Service’s supermarket shuttle will

not fund the special services.

go to Giant Supermarket in Rosslyn, Va.

funding available for extra services.”

and Giant will subsidize the service.

Kachadoorian said she believes that
students would prefer Giant over
Safeway. “Students we asked said they

Last year, the shuttle bus service ran

from Leavey Center to the Safeway supermarket on Wisconsin Avenue every

Sunday afternoon.
“We received a grant from Giant to
fund the costs of the bus service. The
funding provided us with a reason to
switch,” said Carol Kachadoorian, senior business manager for the Office of
Student Affairs.
“[Giant is] giving us $2.500 to cover
the costs of running the busses for the fall
semester. We're hoping that will cover
expenses and if it works, we’ll go back
for more in the spring.”
for last year’s

shuttles

to

Safeway came from the Office of Student
Affairs
budget,
according
to
Kachadoorian. “The grant from Giant
will cover the fees the Oftice of Transportation Management

By Gregg Nunziata

Regular GUTS bus service is covered

HOYA Staff Writer

Funding

tions and listened to comments for over
an hour.
Socialists present at the debate saw
little difference between their two opponents. “This is not a three way debate;
it’s a two way debate,” said Rami
Elamine, a member of the audience. He
said he blamed both parties for the capitalist system that he believes created
poverty.
One of the members of the Republican
debate team, Pat Hulsy (SFS 99), said,

amount to $280 a day.

By Andrew Curry

charges

us for the

shuttles,” Kachadoorian said. Bartholf
said the cost for Giant service would

HOYA Staff Writer

College Democrats

and College Re-

publicans found some common ground
onthe issue of welfare reform in a debate
Tuesday, while the International Socialist Organization said both parties were to
blame for the failure of the system. The
three-way debate was moderated by
Alexander Sens, a professor in the clas-

“GUTS runs at a $700,000 deficit already. [It] is funded entirely by parking
revenues, and since [the office] gets no
money from the university, there is no

sics department.

“The welfare system has failed to end

The room was packed nearly to capacity as the three groups debated the ques-

would prefer Giant if the length of the trip
was the same. Last April, we tested a
shuttle to the Giant further up Wisconsin, but students said they didn’t like the
service because they felt the ride was too

poverty and has had a detrimental effect
on the American social fabric.”
John Fishback (CAS '97) began for
the Democrats by saying, “We can agree
that the welfare system is in need of
reform.” Then he said the Republicans
engaged in a “slash and bum approach”

tion, “What is the government’s role in

welfare?” After brief announcements
from each student organization and openSean Redmond/The HOYA

Jeff Bale (GRD ’96) debates for the
International Socialist Organization.

long,” she said.

“We're excited about the Giant runs
because there is a CVS pharmacy and a
gourmet Italian deli in the same shopping center,” she said.
“The ride to Giant will be about as

ing remarks

from the moderator,

each

party presented a seven-minute case for
its position. Following the speeches. the

and said children would suffer most from

debate teams answered audience ques-

the GOP’s plan to reduce welfare.

stopping at
C, the Car
then Giant.
round trip,”

Special to The HOYA

HOYA Staff Writer

HOYA Staff Writer

The Students of Georgetown Inc. (the

Corp) recently proposed a joint agreement with Sleepy Creek Farmer’s Market that would bring the market's pro-

duce back to campus, according to Ed
McCarthy (CAS 96). produce manager
of Vital Vittles. Food from the farm may
be sold at the on-campus store as early as

next semester.
I decided to call Norman Hunter [the

George Soros, an international philanthropist and billionaire, said prospects
for European monetary integration have
improved, in his speech entitled “What
Does Europe Stand For?” last night in
Gaston Hall.
For Central European countries, secu-

said that maybe he would come this
spring, but he never sold much at Georgetown inthe winter anyway,” McCarthy
said.
Hunter said he was interested in re-

rity will come through gaining access to

markets by joining the European Union,
he said.
“The odds [for a common currency]

said he had notreceived any further input
from the university or Vittles about how
he would be able to sell the produce.
“[ Vittles] didn’t really have a location

in mind. I would like to come back, but
think itisup to the university and Vittles,”
Hunter said.
Hunter said if Sleepy Creek were to
return to campus this semester, it would
not be profitable because most of the
produce from this season’ S np has al-

manager of the farmer’s market]. I spoke
to him and asked him about his interest
about selling in Vittles,” McCarthy said.
Because of a bad harvest on the farm
and the inadequate. spa
that Vittles ready. been sold,
could provide in the store, however,
“It’s not the exact
Hunter declined the invitation. “Hunter market,” he said.

Ey

hl time | lo start a |

George Soros.

Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

“Without a common European foreign policy there is likely to be a war, not
ment and the Bundesbank now have taken inside Europe but on the borders of Europe, particularly to the east and the
a common position.”
He said France’s position has weak- south,” Soros said.
“The European Community was
ened because of its unwillingness to cut
its budget deficit. Soros also speculated flawed because it is an association of
that there is an alternative French gov- states not, an association of people,”
ernment waiting in the wings under Soros said.
Soros is the head of a network of
French politicians Alain Madelin and
Philippe Seguin that may take over and foundations operating in 24 countries in
could be negative for Europe's prospects. Central and Eastern Europe that helps to
for openisocieties |
“The balance of power game is start- build the infrastructure
tagagainin Europe, and
I don’t think it's through the support of educational and
a very good game.
economic activities.
have shifted very significantly in the last
two weeks because the German govern-

turning to campus to sell his produce, but

..

he said.

“We're talking about slashing what's
already been cut to the bone,” he said.
“Welfare doesn’t need to be reformed.

Put more money into it — that will
some of the problems.”
“[That’s] red-baiting, calling
Stalinist and terrorist,” Bale said
point, responding to a statement by
which linked the socialists
Stalinist Soviet Union.

solve
me a
at one
Hulsy

with

the

tive to the conference for non-prolifera-

It is essential to world peace that all
nations work to eradicate nuclear weapons, said Thomas Graham, who was a
U.S. ambassador at the 1995 United
Nations Extension Conference on the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty last
April.
Graham, along with Jayantha C. D.
Dhanapala, who served as president of
the conference, was awarded the 15th
annual Jit Trainor Award for Distinction
in the Conduct of Diplomacy. The award

By Alexander D. Schrank

By Melysa Sperber

problems. “This is not just about rabid
reactionaries like Buchanan and
Gingrich. All this started with Clinton
promising to end welfare as we know it,”

Graham worked with Dhanapala as
President Clinton's special representa-

By Erik Ross

hour.

Sleepy Creek Market Considers
Offering Produce at the Corp

he blamed both major parties for current

For Their Peace Efforts

Of Europe

Buses to the supermarket will run Sundays from 2 p.m. to 5 p.m. on the half-

Fellow Democrat Shaun Tandon (SFS

'99) said, “We simply can’t kick off the
welfare rolls and tell them to fend for
themselves. We must provide structured
programs [to help people find jobs].”
ISO member Jeff Bale (GRD ’96) said

SF'S Honors Diplomats

Soros Talks
About Future

long as the ride to Safeway [was]. Buses

willleave... from St. Mary’s,
the Leavey Center, Village
Bam, 34th and Prospect and
It will be about half-an-hour
she said.
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tion. “The United States sees itself as
directly threatened by any further proliferation of nuclear weapons,” Graham
said.
“We cannot attain one nation’s security at the cost of the security of others,”
Dhanapala said.
“The stakes are high, and the reward

for all will be great [if nuclear weapons
are eliminated],” Graham said.

The Jit Trainor Award is given by
School

of Foreign

Service

alumni

in

was given in recognition of their work at
the conference.

memory of J. Raymond “Jit” Trainor
(SFS ’27), who served as president and

“Fifty years ago. the nuclear genic was

secretary of the school during the 1940s

‘released.

We

have

rand the capacity.
Dhanapala said.

the determination,

to put

it back.”

The treaty requires that non-nuclear

and '50s.
The award

seeks to recognize dedi-

cated diplomats who have made progress
on

the

world

stage,

according

to the

nations promise not to acquire nuclear

Trainor Lecture Fund Endowment.

weapons, and urges eventual weapon
reduction among existing nuclear pow-

times ahead. "A mood of corrosive cyni-

ers.
Dhanapala emphasized the importance
of the treaty and said he hopes countries
will adhere to it
«:
s] the worlds
most widely
subscribed-to disarmament treaty,”
Dhanapala said.

Dhanapala

said there were

difficult

cism [has come] over multilateralism in

general and the United Nations in particular,” Dhanapala said.
i
5 _He was optimistic, however, Route
future. “Public opinion is more strongly
anti-nuclear than ever before.” he said.

Papal Visit Attracts Jesuits
By Aaron Donovan
HOYA Staff Writer

Eleven members of the Jesuit community will be celebrating Mass Sunday
with Pope John Paul IT at Camden Yards
in Baltimore, according to William
Watson, SJ, director of retreat programs
for Campus Ministry.
“Every time the pope Visits a country
there is one Mass which all the bishops
of that country go to. [Sunday’s event] is
that Mass. Also, his homily is scheduled
tobe amajoraddresstothe United States,”
said Watson, who will be one of the
Jesuits attending the event. Watson said
about 250 U.S. bishops and cardinals
would be attending the service.

The pope spoke at the United Nations
yesterday in honor of the 50th anniversary of the organization. University Presi-

dent Leo J. O'Donovan, SJ. traveled to
New York to hear the pope's speech.
“It is. of course. an historic occasion
for the Holy Father to speak at the United
Nations on its 50th anniversary. | well
remember the extraordinary address given

by Pope Paul XI and his eloquent appeal
for the end of all war. Now, Pope John

Paul II comes to the U.N. as a voice for
human rights and a Gospel of love and
justice for the whole human family.”
O’Donovan said.
“I think its great that he's showing
support, and that the pope is making a
trip to the U.S., and that O'Donovan is
[at the U.N.] to represent the university,”
said James Sultenfuss (SFS ’97), Grand
Knight of the Georgetown branch of the
Knights of Columbus.

Tom Reese, senior fellow at the
Woodstock Theological Center, will be
giving commentary

about the Mass on

WUSA, channel 9, in the District. Reese
has written three books about the Roman
Catholic Church.
“I think its going to be an interesting
moment for the church in Baltimore and
the Washington area. The pope sees himsell’ as a teacher and pastor. so he's
coming to preach the Gospel and pray
with his people, and we hope it doesn’t

rain,” Reese said.
“The Mass will be a piece of history.
[The pope] is one of the most important
figures in the 20th century, whether
people like him or not,” Watson said.
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Where can I g¢f Sunday Brunch
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for just 36.95" in Geordefown?
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You'll LOVE our delicious breakfast buffet! Dig into made-to-order
waffles and omelettes. Feast on freshly-baked breakfast breads and
pastries. Savor an assortment of brunch entreés’ And lots more! All
for only $6.95* per person with this coupon! Bring your relatives!
Bring your friends! But HURRY! A deal like this can't last forever!

I
I
1
I
I
1

* Regular price $8.95. This coupon
is good for parties of 10 or less.

Not valid with other offers.
Expires November 15, 1995.

Offer 6756H

af John F's Café!"
Located in the Holiday Inn Georgetown
2101 Wisconsin Ave, NW - Washington, DC

(202) 338- 5
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Are you interested in graduate studies in international affairs?

INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS
GRADUATE SCHOOL FAIR
Monday, October 16
2:00-8:00 p.m.
The George Washington University
Marvin Center,

4d

Continental Ballroom (3rd Floor)
800 21st Street NW, Washington, DC 20052
YG

Meet Admissions officers from the professional schools
of international affairs at these leading universities:
‘9
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Tufts University

Columbia University
Georgetown University
The George Washington University

University of California, San Diego

Harvard University
Johns Hopkins University
Princeton University
Syracuse University

GREEN.

October

To

COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTES |

Theatres

(202) 994-7050

Everywhere

GU Jazz
Band

Sponsored by the Association of Professional Schools of International Affairs (APSIA)
No Fee For Admittance

WEDNESDAY| THURSDAY

2
Melrose

4
Beverly Hills

Place

90210

Food Specials

Food Specials

Melrose

Place

11
Beverly Hills
90210

Food Specials

Food Specials

16

17

Melrose

5

Place

Affairs Social

Beverly Hills
90210

Food Specials

4:30-5:30

Food Specials

FRIDAY
6

Open Mike
Night

Presents

Make your own

The IFarm

sundaes

12

13

14

Campus Band

Junior Class

The
Bombshelter
Trio

Committee Presents

19

18

Student

Late Night
Dance Party
20

Acoustic Show

Seals and
Butler

24
WGTB

25

Presents

Beverly Hills
90210

The MakeUp

Food Specials

30
Melrose Place
Food Specials

Campus
Band

Dance Party 10:00
Featuring:

Soul Night

St. Mary’s Hall

Two Campus Bands!

Razz Your

The Flash
Lovejoy Band
with
Naked Dog

Roommate Dance
LXR Midnight

27

26

BSA cofteehouse
2:30 p.m.

21

Madness
After Party 1-3

23

¢o

University of Washington
Yale University

For further information call

LEI

SUNDAY | MONDAY
Jazz Brunch
Featuring the

University of Maryland, College Park
University of Pittsburgh
University of Southern California
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For program details complete the coupon below
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Boston Unlversity International Programs
232 Bay State Road, Box Q, Boston, MA

02215

+

617/353-9888

Internet: abroad@bu.edu *+ World Wide Web: http://web.bu.edu/abroad
An equal opportunity, affirmative action institution
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EDITORIAL
Thei&Hova
Founded January 14, 1920

Raise a Voice Against Racism
issues under the rug in the '80s and now we

Tuesday's verdict in the O.J. Simpson
case took thousands of people by surprise. From the images of a visibly angry
Fred Goldman to the group of celebrating

are dealing with the harmful effects of looking the other way for so long. The Rodney
King and O.J. Simpson trials have proven
that race not only matters, but also that
racism still exists in America.

students at Howard University, the verdict evoked highly emotional responses.

It is the responsibility of our generation to
make sure that these issues are not ignored
again. The environment of Georgetown has

We believe that the message from this
verdict should not, be one of despair over

a flawed legal system nor a feeling of
victory in civil rights. Rather, the mesof

different

this

verdict

racial

must start
together.

is

that

groups

discussing

people

in this
the

lines, as it has been across the country. We
believe that the dialogue on campus, brought
about by this verdict, is a good one and it

in

country

issue

of race

must continue.

Clearly, the discussion about race that
this trial brought about demonstrates
that Caucasians do not understand the
fear and

anger

police departments

We support the forum held Wednesday
night to discuss the O.J. Simpson verdict,
and we hope that forums on issues such as
race, gender issues, celebrity status and
the legal system will continue in the future.

pro-

voke in minority neighborhoods. As evidenced by the discussions we have heard
around campus, Georgetown is once again
talking about race in the legal system.
For most white students, race has never
been a big issue in their lives. The activism and riots of the 1960s were a part of
our parents’ generation and the bussing

Whatever sentiments are expressed at such
meetings, and regardless of the outcome,
the opportunity to voice student opinions in

such a forum can only further the impeded

controversies of the 70s had, for the most

path towards a color-blind America. We
also hope that when we leave for the Columbus Day weekend again nextyear, we haven't

part, ended before we entered kindergar-

forgotten the issues that have been brought

ten.

up in the last week here on campus.

This

country

clearly

swept

racial

HIE

Fight the University’s Double Standard
nancy or an STD. With AIDS ever-grow-

I urge the students ol Georgetown to
actually do something about this issue. It
is a problem that will not go away and
will continue to grow until it is out of
hand. This is an issue I find far worthier

in his viewpoint “Distributing Condoms

ing in the heterosexual and youth com-

than beer at the pub, the only event inmy

“Will Save Student Lives,” Oct. 3, 1995.

munities (and where most other universities are literally giving contraception
away), it is with pure negligence and

recollection in which everyone rallied together. Perhaps the incoming class of 1999,
withleaders like Gallo, cansucceed where
previous classes have failed.

[ certainly congratulate Matteo Gallo
for addressing an issue that constantly

Playboy magazines and home pregnancy
tests. We can think about having sex,
check to see if we're pregnant, but God
help us if we try to prevent that preg-

gets swept under the administrative rug

To tHE EDITOR:

Yes. itis certainly ironic that “the administration restricts the distribution of
condoms, but allows the sale of cigarettes in an on-campus store.” I find it
even more ironic that Vittles also offers

A Giant

Convenience

In the upcoming weeks, the Georgetown

University Transportation Service will be

the university as a whole,

there is some

controversy involved because the service
is being funded by Giant.

1 would like to dispel the misconcep-

control over the program to Giant. This is a

very real problem for major business interests such as the Georgetown University
Bookstore and Marriott's increasing camKeep in mind, however, that

the bus service is only a Giant-funded perk
— a very nice one, but it is not vital to the
university's survival.

shuttle service to Safeway

lucky to have access to this shuttle service.
Few, if any, universities can offer a trans-

completely out of Georgetown'’s pocket —
Safeway reaped all of the rewards and paid
none of the costs.
To many people, Georgetown'’s agree-

ment with Giant is another example of the
university's nasty habit of selling out to

Students

portation

should

consider

themselves

system just for students

to buy

the International Socialist Organization.
In his letter published in the Sept. 29
issue of THE Hoya. Bengtson claimed
that the ISO has only taken up the cause

two-party system?

pression. Bengtson implies that the ISO
lied to win supporters. I doubt that he has

oppression, as Bengtson seems to. We

ber-supported organization. We do not
seek to further the interests of any government. but rather stand against exploi-

everattended one of our meetings,
or else
he would not be making such claims.
There is no need to fabricate instances of’
brutalization or oppression of’ working
people: reality is only too tull of this.
Bengtson may not agree with our ideas

tation of the working class in any form.
The ISO has never, since its founding in

1977, supported (or received support
from) any communist bloc regime. We

his ignorance of what we stand for, which

these countries

In many ways this modified shuttle ser-

COMMUNITY:

The Office of Student Affairs and Department of Public Safety would like to
call your attention to a series of harassing
phone calls on campus. A number of
students have been contacted on the

phisticated in obtaining personal information about students that would lead
them to believe that he actually knows

them. The caller is described as amale in
his forties or fifties. well-spoken and
well-educated. Once he has gained the
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not to engage in conversation with him.

While we realize that calls from people

acquaintance or family friend. He is so-

Editor in Chief

donot claim to have a monopoly on truth,
bul we do want to make Georgetown
students aware of the problems our world
faces. and that they can be solved through
collective action.

L hy
MARGARET O' CONNOR (SFS '97)

Donahue Warns Students of Obscene Caller

phone by a man who claims to be an

ThetsHova

There is no need to accept injustice or

For the Record

To MEMBERS OF THE GEORGETOWN

confidence of the person on the otherend
of the line, he attempts to have them
engage in sexually explicit conversation.
We would like to make you aware of how

you do not yet know might not seem
strange on a college campus, nonetheless you should be wary ofany such calls.
If you believe that you may actually be

receiving a call from a family friend. ask
for their full name as well as home and
work phone numbers and offer to get
back to them at a time more convenient

for you. You should then verity that
information with your family or friends
and determine if you want to call back.
Some students have felt threatened or
harassed by this kind ol experience and

wonder what they should do. The Department of Public Safety should be informed about these calls as soon as they
occur. Please inform your Resident As-

you ought to respond should you be con-

sistant and Resident Director as well.

tacted in this manner.
The best way to deter this individual is

You should be aware that in order for
calls such as these to meet the legal

le

“brings the social awareness of the uni-

but rather because we seek to end op-

of oppressed people because our “eco-

socialist, since they are states in which a

buying power and validity of the university
community in the future.

I second Bengtson’s admonition todo
‘research, and let the facts speak for themselves. Bengtson claims that the ISO

nomic and political base,” the Soviet
Union, “has been destroyed.”
We have always been anentirely mem-

petitive prices.

student body longing for recognition from
the community. In offering the shuttle deal,

is achieving a better lif e for workers
everywhere: |:

versity down,” but what other group on
campus offers an opportunity forinvolvement in political issues ignored by the

on how to solve these problems, but his
depiction of the ISO in his letter betrays

Giant has recognized the spending power of
Georgetown students and has responded
with an enticing and convenient perk. We
hope this decision will spur other grocery
stores and local businesses to recognize the

Donovan
Franey
E. Watson
Keenan
Moye

JENNIFER N. BROWN (CAS 96)

We have not defended oppressed
people because it is “politically correct,’

to be

presence on campus as evidence.

Aaron
Brian
Jamal
John
John

function as the ruling class,
these states’ workers are as
workers under a capitalist
The same is true of the
“democratic socialist’ re-

do not consider

vice represents a more holistic victory for a

Alicia Hunt,

bureaucracies
and therefore
subjugated as
government.
Scandinavian
gimes.

their cornflakes and fruit with ease at com-

corporate interests. Critics of this new
service need only point to the new MBNA
Career Center and Marrioll’'s omnipotent
However,
from a business sense,
Georgetown and its students clearly come
out on top. The university can continue to
provide a valued student service at no
cost, and students gain an alternative to
Safeway’s de facto grocery monopoly.

small minority controls the wealth, Their

tions that Bob Bengtson has regarding

One source of friction involves the supermarket chain’s payment to the university, to cover the operation of the buses to
and from the campus. In comparison, the

was paid for

To THE EDITOR:

fear that Georgetown may eventually lose

pus presence.

disregard for its student body that the
administration continues to prohibit the
sale of condoms on campus.

International Socialists Respond to Criticism

A final criticism is Giant's complete funding
of the service. Students have reason to’
|

offering a new bus service [or students to
the Giant supermarket in Rosslyn.
While this new arrangement benefits

to the Editor

Cs

sage

not necessarily been polarized along racial

definition of harassment, you must tell
the caller that you do not want to talk to
him and not to call back. Attempts to
engage the caller in a longer conversation for whatever purpose only serve to
satisfy the caller and increase the likelihood that such calls will recur.
To our knowledge. no Georgetown
student has been threatened by the caller.

Be assured, however, that we will continue to investigate
and monitor this situation so that we can provide the best
possible response and prevention. The

best prevention strategy is for you to
exercise appropriate caution in conversing with callers whom you do not know.

Thank you for your cooperation in our
efforts to provide a safe and secure campus. °
JaMES A. DONAHUE, PH.D.
DEAN OF STUDENTS
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VIEWPOINT
Students React to the O.J. Simpson

° ot Guilty’ Verdict
Jamal E. Watson

Erik Ross

The Race Factor

No Need To Get All Worked Up Over O.].
UESDAY’S

VERDICT

Simpson

IN THE O.J.

double-murder

trial

must be treated within its larger
context as just that — a trial and
nothing more. If we are ever torecon-

cile our differences — poor, and rich.
black and white — then the public
must

abandon

empty-headed

emo-

tionalism and commit itself to mature, rational dialogue.
As Americans, we can and should

have active debate about the O.J.
trial and its outcome, but that does
not permit working ourselves into a
nation-wide frenzy. If we're going to
debate this issue, let’s do it right.
Let's puzzle over the nitty-gritty until
we bore ourselves silly. Let's scrutinize the hours of testimony from shoe
manufacturers

and

glove

the impoverished residents of South

guilty” is, and will forever be, the
ruling which our

Central Los Angeles.
One side warns that Johnny
Cochran and Robert Shapiro aren’t

justice system has
produced. The de-

merely talented lawyers — they're
greed and corruption incarnate. Mark
Fuhrman isn’t just aracist imbecile—
he’s Adolf Hitler, counters the other.

cision of 12 jurors
cannot
bring

shame upon all of
America.
This
country doesa fine
job of humiliating
herself. Foreign-

Huge overstatements like these have
been the norm thus far.
Here on campus, students wholetive approach. While educated judgments are rare, there are ill-wrought

self, but at the
childish tantrums

opinions aplenty. Even worse, these
opinions seem to incline either to one
extreme or the other— to blissful jubi-

experts.

We can and should
have encountered
the wrath of bighave debate about
olry: from
ithe
the trial and its out- LAPD. To chanpion

come, but we should

munities to the O.J. Simpson
verdict made us realize something
about ourselves that perhaps we already knew. Through this judicial
decision and the resulting debate, we

Simpson,

who has divorced
himself from the
black community
(and isa convicted
wifeabuser
to
boot) is a disservice to decent African-American citizens.

FACE

(A TNS

3

©

garding the trial must be based.

Public debate, however, will not
confine itself to such drab details. In
the United States, as on this campus,
we've decided to use the case of the
People of California vs. Orenthal
James Simpson as an opportunity to
indulge our basest passions.
Spurred on by nine months of nonstop coverage, Americans have demature judgement and dive headfirst

into a sea of mindless stereotyping

0

@¢

and finger-pointing. After all, it's a

rare treat in the politically correct
"90s to be allowed to pull our vilest
prejudices out of the mothballs and

lation or utter disgust. to “told-youso” theories of universal white racism or to blind labeling of legitimate

wave them around a bit.

civil rights advocates as idle whiners.
This wanton abandonment of our

The debate so far has centered
around crude overstatements and
shameless irrationalism. According

to the anti-Simpson crowd, Los An=
geles

blacks

aren’t

voicing

legiti-

portray a “not guilty” verdict as a

shining triumph of righteousness over

racism. The fact that most of the
supporters are black cannot be overlooked. There isreal evidence of nauseating racism in the Los Angeles
Police Department. For this reason,
many blacks in L.A. have jumped at

better judgement is a dangerous pas-

time. As individuals ‘wallow in the
cheap thrills of careless generaliza-

mate protests against police prejudice, they're conspiring to pervert the
entire U.S. justice system. O.J. isn’t
awealthy retired football player from
the suburbs, say his supporters, he’s

verdict

the black everyman, blood brother of

Americansociety. Nevertheless,
‘not

the chance to cast O.J. Simpson as

tionand unbridled anger, they steadily
debase the community that we all
must share.

the upstanding black man victimized
by racist whites. This is a flawed
endeavor, however, for while O.J.
may not be guilty of a double homicide, he is by no means a model of

O.J. opponents decry Tuesday’s
as a negative

reflection

of

stores

were

looted

and

de-

righteous manhood.

tion, of course, but many have

every once ina while when I'm watching the 11 p.m. news and hear about
a murder that has taken place in
"Southeast D.C. I'feel a sense of relief
when the cameradoesn ttlasha black
face on thetelevision screen. Strange?
Perhaps. But I think it says alot about
how race-conscious black people are

be-

come ensnared in the anti-rational
character of the Simpson debate.
Again, the solution is simply to listen
to the brain rather than the gut.

Erik Ross

is a freshman

in this country.
The polls have told us this all

in the

a

the black community is going to

let go without questions.
In a nation where many blacks

are suspicious of the criminal justice system, it is only logical that
they are suspicious whenthey hear
an LAPD officer and key witness
in the case use the word “nigger.”
The derogatory term, in fact, has

have come to see O.J. as “every
black male who's ever been in-

It was one of those feelings that I get

cans do not wish to give this percep-

against

been rendered.

sat impatiently in front of the television, hoping and praying that he
would get off. It was an eerie feeling.

justice aside. Surely such a perception would be untrue. Black Ameri-

conspire

historically had the power component to evoke horrible feelings

slowly became apparent to me, as [

To the outside world, it looks as if
the community is so desperate for
representation thatit showers praises
on anyone who can bring attention,

could

black man, particularly O.J.
Simpson, it is not something that

the African-American and white
communities in the aftermath of the
0.J. Simpson case is a direct reflection of how differently we view race
relations in America. This became
evident to me when I spoke to one of
my white friends after the verdict had
“saw this trial as simply a murder
case. The fact that O.J. Simpson was
black. in my mind, had nothing to do
with anything. I don’t know how
race became a part of this trial. |
didn’t even look at it that way.” he
said.
The fact that O.J. was black. in
my mind, has a lot to do with this
case and the implications of what
this case means for America. This

Cam Robertson/The HOYA

cided to do away with reason and

Simpson's guilt, while only 12
percent of blacks believed he was
guilty. While it may be hard for

ment

stroyed and Americans were filled

: CAAAICA, A 0UTS DE LH
0

several reruns of the Mark Fuhrman
tapes. These things, and all the evidence in the case, is the grounds on
which any legitimate comment re-

to the Wash-

ized event to bring blacks and whites

down,

15

According

ington Post, Sixty-four percent of
whites were convinced of

White Americans to fathom that
the Los Angeles Police Depart-

with anger and rage at the decision of
those 12 Simi Valley jurors.
The feelings that surfaced among
Weep Bu,

along.

learned that it takes a major polarto sit at the table and talk race issues
in an open and honest way.
The last time I heard so many
references to race was after the Los
Angelesriots in 1992. At that time, it
was alittle too late. A city had burned

into a frenzy.

that it evoked.
O.J. supporters, on the other hand,

50
NT WE
Ag WAvA

umns of numbers and squirm through

N THE PAST FEW DAYS THE REACtion by the black and white com-

able citizens in the
black community
who, like O.].,

ers
will not scott pot work ourselves
at the verdict it-

heartedly indulge in this unproduc-

Let’s sift through the endless col-

Surely there are many truly honor-

in the person of color that hears it.

William Tatum, editor and publisher of New York City's
Amsterdam News was right when

he said that many black people
volved in the criminal system.”
The support for O.Js acquittal is
more about everything that has
happened to black people in Los
Angeles over the past 30 years.
It would seem evident that the
two groups need to talk about the
differences in the way that we
view race and ethnicity. In addition, we must work to fix these
discrepancies now, if we are ever
to bridge the gap-real or imagined — that exists between our two

communities.
My concern, however, is that
we'll wait until our next major
polarized event that somehow
implicitly deals with race — and
the ‘explosion «that will surface’:
thereafter will be so destructive, it
will hauntusasasociety foryears
to come.
Jamal E. Watson

is viewpoint

editor of THE Hoya.

College of Arts and Sciences.

Christopher Chorba

Bob Dole is America’s Hope For a Brighter Future
MONG THE MANY QUALITIES
Americans seek ina president.
perhaps

the

most

important

trait is leadership. Sadly. this is the quality that is most lacking at the White
House these days. Of all the Republican
hopefuls, the best man to beat President
Bill Clinton in 1996 is Sen. Robert J.
Dole (R-Kan.).
Wounded and nearly killed in battle
during the final weeks of World War II,
he displayed courage and perseverance

in his effort to overcome his debilitating
injury. He won his first election to the
Senate in 1968, and rose to the position
of majority leader in 1986. carrying the
walter for much of President Reagan's
agenda.

In his 1988 campaign for president,
Dole was one victory away from clinching the Republican nomination,
and many

accomplishments. As he remarked
ing a television interview Sunday
David Brinkley. “You're seeing the
relaxed Bob Dole campaigning in
Hampshire, the warm, cuddly, fuzzy

durwith
new,
New
Bob

While Doles long political career is
the object of much criticism, the most
successful presidents were those who
had distinguished careers before their
election to the nation’s highest office.

The presidency does not allow for onthe-job training. Many would agree with

historian Stephen Ambrose, who has
written several biographies on President
Eisenhower, when he wrote: “I want
maturity. I want a world figure whose
reputation is unassailable. I want someone who had arespected career before he
became president.”

As Republicans on Capitol Hill roll
Deal and Great Society programs, a pas-

a certain inner peace, content

sive White

back

the excesses
House

of 60 years of New
and demagogue

Campus Opinion:

mi-

through

the Great

Depression,

tought and won World War II, witnessed
America assume the throne of global

Dole’s record and role as a leader of
the Republican party position him well
Jor a move into the White House.
his age. Age and experience, however,
are precisely the assets that are endearing

He's making a run for the border.
Lucinda Smith, SFS ’96

programs

enacted

under

defeat of George Bush in 1992, Dole led

the charge as head of the loyal opposi-

problems can only be solved by a strong,

Clinton, Dole quipped, "I represent the
57 percent of Americans who did not
vote for Bill Clinton.”
In 1994, he traveled to over47 states on

is pa-

tronizing and runs contrary to American

history. On the campaign trail, Dole often cites the Tenth Amendment, which
maintains that those powers not specifi-

tion. Shortly after the election, when asked
what gave him the power to oppose

behalf of the first congressional majority

in decades. Additionally, he is on the

cally granted to the federal government
should be reserved for the states. Simply
because he does not propose another
massive government program, liberal

Republicans were to nominate a candidate to the political right or left of Dole,
this would surely ‘provoke an indepen-

leadership and saw the rise and fall of

critics claim that

dent

global communism.

sary vision to lead America into the next

Dole lacks the neces-

him to the electorate. The Washington

In 1996, voters will be ready for a

Post recently quoted Dole on the campaign trail as saying “maybe there is one
more call to service for my generation.”
Indeed. this is the generation that perse-

tested elder statesman who can bring
dignity, international stature and an un-

century.
Every recent poll shows Dole miles
ahead of the crowded Republican field.

assailable reputation to the presidency.
Ambition may be a necessary character-

and these surveys indicate that he has the
best chance of winning in 1996. His

is the white Bronco

Cliff Aque, CAS

’97

social

record and role as a titular leader of the
Republican party position him well for
a move into the White House. After the

the New Deal and Great Society represented a centralization of federal power
to the states. The notion that the nation’s
centralized federal government

headed

next?

My house to take care of a couple of
my roommates.

Dan Schweiger, CAS 97

istic of a presidential candidate, but it
should not be his or her only qualification.
The

Where

To Champions with us.
Susan Rajnic, CAS

vered

Dole that you've always known.”

attribute his loss to an excessively acerbic wit. By 1995, however, he has reached
with his

nority congressional leadership illustrate
the need for a Republican president.
Another criticism volleyed at Dole is

rubicon of the ideological divide: If the

ticket that would

help to re-elect

President Clinton.

Christopher Chorba

(SFS

'96) is a

founding member of Hoyas for Dole.

Compiled

by

Katie Croake

and Chris Farmer.

Over the river and through the woods
to Grandmother's house it goes.
Leah Peters, CAS 98

°97

Jumping over the corral fence and
heading out into the desert, hooves
pounding and raising a cloud of dust as
it goes.

Bob Long, CAS ’97
Jason Mark, SFS 97

Disneyland.
Maggie Herman, CAS "96
Augusto Guerra, CAS "97
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-ENTERTAINMENT
Presidents Work

The Hughes Brothers Have Made a Film That is Guaranteed to Stun and Shock

@

Greed and Grit Make
By John Moye
HOYA Staff Writer

Filmmakers Allen and Albert Hughes,

the directors of the new film “Dead Presidents,” have never felt the need to glamorize their films. They never have felt
prone to make a sugar-coated tearjerker,

and they avoid poignant melodrama. Instead, the brothers’ films are gritty and

in-your-face — they are harsh and realistic snapshots of a world that many people
would rather not acknowledge.
When the Hughes brothers were

12,

Courtesy of Virgin Records
Lenny Kravitz’s Circits is a host of classic rock and sweeping ballads.

they spent their time behind a home
video camera making short films like
“Scarface II.” In their amateur cinematic
endeavor, they snorted lines of baby powder in hopes it would look like cocaine

Kravitz’s Circus

and sprayed the walls with ketchup to
simulate blood.
When they entered tilm school six years
later, they were assigned to make an

of a method of cheating, however, than

On Lenny Kravitz's new album, Circus, Kravitz continues to show that he is

wondrous imitation.
The first track, “Rock

not, by any stretch of the imagination, an

Dead” is a terrific slab of electric guitar
that is almost as inevitable an air guitar

original artist. In fact, he makes no claim
to be. Make no mistake about it: Lenny
Kravitz is a fully immersed child of the
rock n’ roll era. He is not an innovator
like Trent Reznor, the son who wants to
go in new

directions and make

some-

thing of himself. He’s perfectly content
with inheriting the family business. But
with fathers like John Lennon, Jimi
Hendrix and Led Zeppelin, who wouldn't
be proud to follow in their parents’ footsteps?
:
On his previous albums. Kravitz's
most memorable tunes were more than
just homages — they were impersonations. Nonetheless, this musical style

2
and Roll is

classic as “Are You Gonna GoMy Way?”
Where Kravitz goes uncharacteristically
wrong is in his vain attempt at trying to
actually say something in the lyrics. He
makes a simplistic jibe at rock 'n’ roll
imagism (“You can’t even sing or play
an instrument/ So you just scream instead/ You're living for an image/So you
got 500 women in your bed”) that is at

best naive and at worst hypocritical.
One of the things that has made Kravitz

traditionally enjoyable is his recognition
that it is ridiculous to make pronouncements about others when you're noteven
courageous enough to find your own

was the best thing about his albums. It

style. Afterall, Kravitz’srock 'n’ roll has

was refreshing to hear Jimi Hendrix rip
out his guitar again for a few short min-

always been about fun and electric gui‘tars — not politics.

utes in “Are You Gonna Go My Way?”
and John Lennon come to life to ask that
we just “Let Love Rule.”
:
On Circus. the closest Kravitz gets to

those paradigms of musical resurrection
is “Beyond the Seventh Sky.” a song so
Led Zeppelin-esque (with pounding
drums and vaguely mystieal lyrics) that

The rest of the album finds him in the
comfortable mode of a rock 'n’ roll

karaoke party animal. “Circus” is acharging train of a song that rides along a tense
chord progression until exploding into
the memorable chorus “Welcome to the

See KRAVITZ, p. 11

Make Lasagna™ and “How

to iv a Bi-

cycle.” the brothers made the tilm “How
to Be a Burglar.”

In 1993. they hit it big with “Menace
. II Society,” their first big screen film.
“Menace” told the story of a group of
friends and their summer living in the
blood-soaked asphalt jungle of South
Central Los Angeles. It was a bold and
brave debut, one that burned into the

memory of the viewer long after its credits had rolled.
“Dead Presidents” captures the same
realistic and graphic approach that their
films are known for. The film, which
opens this week. tells the story ofa group
of friends living in the Bronx during the

chaos of the late 1960s. Their experiences include fighting in the Vietnam
War and the problems they face after
returning home.

The film’s main character, Anthony

md bi

HOYA Staff Writer

instructional “How-To” film for one of
their classes. While other students did
simple and pleasant films like “How to

a rp

it resurrects the entire opening rift of’
“When the Levee Breaks.” This is more

By Micah Sachs

Courtesy of Hollywood Pictures,
In a scene from Dead Presidents, Anthony Curtis (Larenz Tate) gets ready to hold up an armored car full of money.
decisions to make. While Skip and Jose
aspire to go to college, Anthony has
already decided to join the Marines and
go to Vietnam because, as he puts it, he
“wants to do something different.”
After Anthony graduates and shares a
touching last night with his girlfriend

(Larenz Tate), works as a milkman with
his two friends, Skip (Chris Tucker) and
Jose (Freddy Rodriguez). At night, he
works fora gambling ring run by a neigh-

Juanita (Rose Jackson). the film jumps

borhood thug, Kirby (Keith David).
Anthony. Skip and Jose all find them_ selves on the brink of their futures —

college plans didn’t work out. The film

months away from graduating from high

! school, they find they all have serious

to Vietnam. He is in Vietnam doing
Marine reconnaissance with Skip, whose

Anthony returns to the Bronx.
Once back, he finds everything has
changed. Juanita has given birth to

Anthony's daughter, Kirby’s gambling
operations have been busted up by the
FBI, and Skip, home a few months earlier, has become a junkie. Unhappy with
the world around him and determined to
make his life better, Anthony organizes a
plan to steal a truck full of out-of-currency money intended to be burned in

follows the two men through a series of
graphic battles and bloody cannibalistic

*Vashington.

episodes before jumping to 1972, when

Presidents” from the Hughes brothers’

The first thing that separates “Dead

other work is that it takes place in a time
period where they would have barely
been children. Capturing theBronx in the
“10s is no easy task. yet they pull it off
well, filling the soundtrack with Curtis

Mayfield and James Brown and donning
the characters in bellbottoms and butterfly collars. The '70s theme is present
everywhere inthe film - through Juanita’s
sister's involvement with the Black Panthers. the prevalence of drugs and even
through the flashy pimps. This gives
“Dead Presidents” a flavor that “Menace” didn’t have, for it brings back the
See PRESIDENTS, p. 11

Kidman’s New Film is a Real Killer
Van Sant’s To Die For Offers a Look at The Darker Side of Newscasting

Adeath ofa loved one tends to put
adamper
onone’s career. This, however. is not the case with Suzanne
Stone (Nicole Kidman) in Gus Van

Sant’s new film, “To Die For.”
Van Sant takes the audience inside her deceptive mind, which re-

veals that of an aspiring newscaster
so mesmerized by her on-screen persona that she’s willing to do anything to get what she wants — even
if it means sacrificing her husband's
life for her career.

From the beginning, Stone dominates the camera in a series of oneshots which help to create the fauxdocumentary style of the movie. In
essence, the entire film consists of a

and the camera man.
Stones Barbie-doll good looks at-

tractastereotypical “Italian Stallion,”
Larry (Matt Dillon), who is the first
(but certainly not the last) to become
mesmerized by her superficial innocence and purity. He is instantly taken
by Stone and eventually marries her.
His unbridled spirit comes fully
equipped with a leather jacket,
Motorhead shirt and a sleek black
motorcycle. Ironically, in the end, his
wild exterior pales in comparison to
Stone's dark interior.
The camera never shuts off in
Stone's devious mind. She plays the
part of herself in an autobiographical
documentary. The fiction of the film
and reality have become hopelessly

intertwined in her head. Van Sant
follows Stone's endeavor to be a successful newscaster and depicts how
her animosity toward Larry grows.
provoking her to seek sexual gratifi-

cation from a dull-witted punk.
James

(Joaquin Phoenix), a ste-

reotypical high school loser, is the
next deviant to become hopelessly
enamored with Stone’s superficial
beauty and striking persona. He is
perhaps the most appealing character in the film and arguably the most
impressive actor. While Kidman
plays the role of the not-so-innocent
newscaster with just the right tint of
irony, Phoenix ’s sincere portrayal of
the ignorant and lustful adolescent

moves one to empathize with him as
avictim of Kidman’s manipulations.
Phoenix’s character serves as a main

prop in Stone’s meticulously scripted
life.
“To Die For” is an original and

creative addition to Gus Van Sant’s
repertoire, whichincludes “Drugstore
Cowboy” and “My Own Private
Idaho.” The film’s black humor vividly conveys Van Sant’s satirical
commentary on media exploitation
while never ceasing to entertain the

audience.

Courtesy of Warner Bros.

The characters are convincing and

From Steven Spielberg comes Pinky & The Brain, a new animated series.

intriguing, partially as a result of
excellentacting and partially because

of Buck Henry’s ingenious screenplay. Its uncomfortably blunt dialogue and off-beat style create a
unique blend of satire and realism.
While “To Die For” cannot be taken
too seriously as a telling portrayal of
See DIE, p. 11

Malicious Mice
If you happened to turn on the television Sunday night, you may have seen an

“The Simpsons,” however. While this
fast-paced and surprisingly intelligent
spin-off is full of wit, zaniness and humorous jabs on modern culture, “Pinky”
was originally produced for a Saturday

interesting

:

By Brett Rogers
Special to The HOYA

THE WEEKENDER
THE INSIDER'S GUIDE TO THIS WEEKEND'S HOTTEST HAPPENINGS

This Weekend’s

BEST

more information.

GPB
Roger

presents
Rabbit?

Who

Framed

tonight.

tomorrow

and Sunday at 7:30 and 10 p.m. in
Reiss 103. Tickets are $1 for Compus
cardholders and $3 for anyone who
wishes Jessica Rabbit were real.
WGTB presents the band The I
Farm tomorrow night at Bulldog Al-

ley. Call 687-4130 for more information.

The National Museum of Women in
the Arts (1250 New York Ave., N.W.)
presents the Mari Boine Band tonight

at 7:30 p.m. Boine, who hails from Norway, combines violin, guitar, flutes and

percussion

to produce

an ethnic jazz

sound. Call 783-5000 for more information.

Drivin’ n’ Cryin’ plays at The Bayou
(Wisconsin Avenue at K Street, N.W.)

The Kennedy Center
(New Hampshire Avenue at
Rock Creek Parkway, N.W.)
concludes its run of “Hello
Dolly!” this weekend, with
performances tonight, tomorrow and Sunday. The production stars Carol Channing.

BET

Call 467-4600 for more information.

Street at Constitution

Avenue,

N.W.)

continues its exhibit “The Touch of the
Artist: Master Drawings from the
Woodner Collections.” The exhibit honors the achievement of lan Woodner,

pendence Avenue at 7th Street, S.W.)

who assembled one of the preeminent

tonight at 8 p.m. The film, in Spanish

collections of old master and modem

with English subtitles, tells the story
of a man accused of a crime he did
not commit. Admission is free.

drawings, spanning six centuries of artistic achievement.

morning time slot. The decision to air the

show on Sunday night was made after
this season’s episodes were already in

Brain,” features two laboratory mice who
aim to take over the world by executing

production.
:
Despite this, the show holds its own.

various off-the-wall plans under the cover
of night.
One episode features a plan in which
The Brain, the smaller and smarter of the
two mice, aims to take over the world by
becoming a successful country music
singer and inserting a mind-melting subliminal message into his songs. If all

The humor is well beyond what you’d
expect and the lighter nature of the show

The Hirshhorn Museum

(Inde-

will show the film “Dos Crimenes”

is refreshing, rather than immature.

These mice are. not your typical
Mickey-type rodents. In the tradition of
Abbott and Costello or Beavis and
Butthead, these characters are a classic
comedy pair. The Brain passes the time

goes well with his plan, when his songs

as a laboratory

are played over the radio mankind will be
rendered helpless. The result is a half-

Labs by using his maniacal genius to
plan for world domination. With his voice
provided by impressionist Maurice
LaMarche, The Brain seems like a somewhat twisted Orson Welles.
Cagemate and partner Pinky, masterfully voiced by Rob Paulsen, speaks with

dian. Gallagher.

Check out punk band Gang of Four

The National Gallery of Art (Fourth

addition

country music, beef jerky and the comedy of the watermelon-smashing come-

information.

tomorrow night at The 9:30 Club (930 F
St., N.W.). Call 393-0930 for more information.

new

hour of animation that blatantly mocks

tomorrow night. Call 333-2897 for more
Check out David Bowie and Nine
Inch Nails tonight at 7:30 p.m. at the
Nissan Pavillion (Stone Ridge. Va.).
Bowie is on tour promoting his new
albumOutside, which was produced
by Brian Eno. Concertgoers should
expect a special set in which Bowie
and Nine Inch Nail’s Trent Reznor
will play together. Call 432-7328 for

to this fall’s

prime-time lineup. The new cartoon,
“Steven Spielberg Presents: Pinky & The

mouse

caged

at Acme

Would children appreciate these references? Dolly Parton compliments The
Brain and he responds with, “I'd say
puberty was inordinately kind to you,”
one is bound to wonder if the kiddies
would see the humor.
The answer is: probably not. Realiz-

reason. Without a doubt one of the most
unusual cartoon personalities to arrive in
recent years, Pinky graces the show with
insane babbling and undying naivete as
he assists The Brain with his sinister
plots. To the show’s credit, it has man-

ing this, the new Warner Brothers Network has moved the mouse duo from

character for a mouse from interfering

their former home as a part of the wildly
successful “Animaniacs” into their own
half-hour show. It is now clear that
“Pinky” has left the children’s animation
ghetto behind for a prime-time slot.
Don’t tune in expecting to see a show
with the sophistication of “The Critic” or

5

self-interview conducted by Stone,
with her tripod acting as the director

By Karen Goldstein
Special to The HOYA

a broken cockney accent for no apparent
A

aged to keep ‘the surprising depth of
with the certain silly quality that the
show sports.

In an interview with THE Hoya, Peter
Hastings, the producer, storyeditor and
head writer for “Pinky” explained why
he thought the show has such appeal.
See PINKY, p. 11

\/
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Van Sant’s New Black

Lacking Any Roots
It is too

Special to The Hoya

Agents of Good

proach of these songs, he does not
come across as comfortable with his
singing as he did on the albums first

half.
In addition, Reiger’s saxophone

“Certainly a huge part of the appeal

is

that [the show] often makes fun of pop
culture and human foibles and basically
paints humans as a bunch of gullible
idiots.” he said.
Hastings, who writes a great deal of
the show's episodes himself, has supplied the show with an energy and creative genius that clearly shines through
in the final product. “I try to keep the

show a little bit unpredictable. My goal
is to make the show funnier and funnier
and funnier and funnier,” he said. Under
the guidance of Steven Spielberg.

Hastings
creative

has used much
team

that

of the same
works

Saturday morning slot, many adult viewwill

likely demand

more.
For now,

though,

“Pinky

and

the

Brain,” with all its silliness, remains one
of the most fun-filled and enjoyable shows
ontelevision. Hastings and company have

provided the WB Network with its lone
bright spot in its desolate graveyard of a
fall television lineup. and nothing can
stop the new show from shining.

on

“Animaniacs” to put together the new
cartoon series.

In order to survive in prime time. how-

place of Winn'’s electric guitar. The
endresultismore ofa low-key sound

album, however, the band feels complacent to sing easy-going, bluesy

half of album. Reiger’s saxophone
takes the forefront on songs like “No
Time For A Good Time” and “She

songs to the point where the listener
falls asleep.

Got, She Got.”
The band, with the heavy bass and
mellow saxophone sounds, greatly

“Steven Spielberg Presents: Pinky &
The Brain” airs Sundays at 7 p.m. on
WBDC channel £0.

back

fun

shown

(and

heard)

“Straight” and “One Strange Land.”

and even though music

all of which the band partially succeeds with in creating upbeat melo-

members’ profession, it is still only
rock ’n’ roll in the end.

dies.
In these first tracks, the band produces a distinct and indescribable

Agents of Good Roots puts forth a
noble effort on its debut album, but

that

the

band

takes

its music

too

seriously to ever have fun. It seems
that the band has not yet realized this,

is the band

The lyrics in these songs are simple,

the band never decides on a style of
their own.. It moves from one genre
to another, from instrumental songs
to bluesy ones and, as a result, it

but

captures no one's attention.

sound — a blissful melange of instruments that all come together to
make an all-round enjoyable sound.
and

are

supported by Rick Reiger's jazzy
saxophone and Andrew Winn's
strong rhythm guitar. In addition,
Jones’ bluesy, gravelly voice works

surprisingly
tracks,

well

particularly

with

these

on “Waiting

first
at

In one memorable scene that charac-

claws deeply into the flesh of TV exploi-

terizes the cleverness of the film, the

tation, in hopes of attaining fame.
While Stone is no longer capable of
maintaining her tlawless facade at the
end of the film, she has unknowingly

camera focuses on Stone's silhouette plastered against a pastel room in her home.

She is alone, yet, as always, still in character. She stretches in a cat-like fashion
and the lights in the room darken. The
audience intuitively knows she is preparing to hunt for her prey — James. Felines

made the career move of her life. She
finally shuts oft the camera, ending the
documentary of her life in both a literal

and symbolic sense.

Circus is a Success
KRAVITZ, from p. 10

on

Morphine
s albums. Joneseven states
in one song that the band has “no

time fora good time.” The problem is

are groovy

always land squarely on their feet, and
this one is no exception. No one can deter
her from her narcissistic ambition to view
herself on screen, for she has sunk her

reminds the listener of the band Morphine. but it fails to portray the laid-

uplifting to keep them company for
those quiet and lonely nights. This
track is followed by several other
positive songs, including “Jakob,”

the songs

DIE, from p. 10
the TV industry, it is thoughtful and
amusing in the black comedy tradition of
“Heathers.”

throughout the songs on the second

alone. alone/ while your mother
groans and bides her time alone.” It
seems as if Jones might actually be
trying to give the listener something

unpredictability were enough to make
the mouse duo a hit in the afternoon and
time

Band and Phish), which it does on
many of the songs from the first half
of the album. Inthe second half
of the

out the line: “So you sit at home all

more sophisticated. While creativity and

ers in prime

becomes more prominent and more
mellow on the second half, taking the

On the first track, “Waiting at the
Corner.” lead singer Brian Jones belts

ever, the show will need to become a bit

from p. 10

the

though Jones’ Joe Cocker-esque vocals seem perfect for the blues ap-

work occurs when it embraces the
“noodle rock™ genre (made famous
by bands like The Dave Matthews

PINKY,

that

the songs begin to sound alike. Al-

The band’s first release contains
twodistinct types of music. one which
succeeds in its appeal and another
thatcompletely fails. The band’s best

Pinky & The Brain

however,

into the second half of the album.
With the latter tracks, the band slows
its music down to the point where all

titled debut album.

Courtesy of Warner Bros.

bad,

band could not carry this strong sound

Roots, the band

that has taken over for The Dave
Matthews Band as the house band at
The Floodzone in Richmond, Va.,
has produced a very inconsistent self-

Pinky & The Brain: The new mice who try to take over the world.

Comedy is To Die For

the Corner” and “Jakob.”

By Matt Schmidt

Agents of Good Roots will play
Tuesday night at The Bayou (Wisconsin Avenue and K Street, N.W.)
with Edward McCain.

picture show.” accompanied by a predictable guitar solo. “Tunnel Vision” is
probably the best song on the album —

it’s also one of the three tunes on which
Lenny plays all the instruments. His creative control shows: it’s all guitar solos
and macho imagery.
He gets funky on “Thin [ce™ with the

problem with his slower tunes is that, as
much as his risks pay ofl, his attempts at
originality fall flat. “Can't Get You Off
My Mind” is a useless. cliche-ridden
(“Life is just a lonely highway”) power
ballad and the drum machine-driven
“Don’t Go and Put a Bullet in Your
Head” comes off sounding like a weak

Luther Vandross tune.

rhythmic sound of a wah-wah guitar (ala
Hendrix), but the rockers in general wear

Whereas other artists attempt to find

their derivation on their sleeves. It’s on

new directions on each album. Kravitz's
take on musical innovation is rather a
resuscitation of past musical gods. Circusisastandard classic rock treatise. full

the slow

songs

that glints of genuine

risk-taking peek through.
The gentle mix of acoustic and electric
guitars on “Magdalene is mindful of the

of crashing rock anthems and sweeping

Rolling Stones. but is assuredly not the
band’s style. Its simultaneous ability to

ballads, with all the details. right down

sound vaguely familiar. wonderfully sing-

onthe cover of the album. The final track
on the album, “The Resurrection.” is not

able and inoffensively soulful make it a
song thatcould only be written by Kravitz.

“In My Life Today" is a pure classic
rock ballad that allows him to show off
both the sensual. subtle side to hi: voice
and the ecstatic rocking side. The only

to the egoistical domination by the artist
only a fantastic synthesis of a whole
bunch of typical classic rock flourishes
— acoustic introduction. mellotron bit
and mandolin section — but is also an

apt title for Kravitz's work.

Powerful Presidents
RESEARCH

ASSOCIATE

TRAINING

THE CHOSEN

PROGRAM

FEW.

PRESIDENTS, from p. 10
mood of an erathat many young tilmgoers

are likely to know nothing about.

Another weakness of the film is its

The Hughes brothers’ refusal to make

mission clear. The character of Delilah,
the Black Panther, is also oversimpli-

characters have flaws just
would have [Taws.” Allen
there was a movie made
of the people out there in

have some flaws.”
“Besides,” Albert said, “you learn more
about a flawed individual ... you soak in

more.”
This is not to say that “Dead Presidents” doesn’t have its weaknesses, as
well. Many things remain unexplored in

5

the events it

is beating his wife. This makes the broth-

the world, that person would definitely

through the jungle spouting “Roger that,
over and out” without ever making their

fied. She is so stigmatized in the film that
her generic lines like, “Welcome to the
revolution,” border Hn being comical.
Nevertheless, the Hughes brothers
have always had an uncanny knack for
great camera work, capturing images
that stay with the viewer like snapshots.

This is seen on Anthony's face when he
first mects his daughter and it is clear
again when Anthony's jumping [rom
fence to fence in his Bronx neighborhood
suddenly changes to jumping from hill to
hill in a Vietnam battle.

“Dead Presidents” is an impressive
work, especially considering the relatively young age of its directors. It follows the style set by “Menace II Soci-

the film. For example, very little is ever
revealed about Anthony's family. In addition. the viewer is unable to ever get a
feel for Delilah (N’bushe Wright),
Juanita’s sister. Even though she plays a

this up best when he said, “We have our
sore spots, but I don’t think there are very

key role

many scenes that are boring.™

in the robbery

sequence.

34th Annual

dreds of thousands of dollars training
few extremely talented, but techni-

to oversimplify

depicts. This is found in the Vietnam
sequences of the film, where the “Team
Cobra” reconnaissance group marches

making. “Our
like any human
explained. If
about any one

494
iJ

tendency

their characters perfect is also worthy of
praise. This was true with O-Dog in
“Menace” and it is true for Anthony in
“Dead Presidents.” In one scene, Anthony is the hero, butin the next scene, he
ers’ films all the more challenging and
edgy. for one minute the viewer finds
himself cheering for the protagonist and
the next minute he finds himself disgusted with him.
In an interview with THE Hoya. the
brothers explained this approach to film-

hy is the world’s premier Infor
NW
mation Technology think tank
illing to spend 24 months and hun

remains relatively absent throughout the
other scenes of the movie.

she

ety.” revealing a harsh and violent world
that can be both challenging and entertaining. Perhaps Allen Hughes summed

Study in Spain

Spring

Program

Semester

SPANISH
in
VALLADOLID

ally inexperienced, graduates?
he answer, like virtually everything
else about Gartner Group, is quite surrising. Ambitious, intellectually

curious individuals with superb communication skills and impressive
academic credentials can learn more
~ about this unique opportunity at our
presentation on Monday, October 16,
1995. Please contact the placement of-

fice for further details. An equal opportunity employer.

@)

GartnerGroup
Stamford, CT

_ Your Personal Information :

Technology Advisor

;

Director, Valladolid Program
Department of Spanish & Classical
Lan guages
Indiana University of Pennsylvania
471 Sutton Hall
Indiana PA 15705-1087
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U.S. brokerage firm. One in five affluent American
investors name Merrill Lynch as their brokerage
firm. Total assets under management now exceed

the Merrill Lynch Private Client business units
(units key to maintaining our competitive
edge — where your contribution to our success

experience achievement. They are interested
in the challenge of the fast-paced financial
services industry and want to be recognized

In

$500 billion globally.

is significant).

for their accomplishments.

We at Merrill Lynch have built our leadership
position through a client-driven marketing
strategy. We stay abreast of changes in world
demographics and investor needs, then respond
with new products and services well before the

Under the guidance of a senior manager,
you work in product development, marketing
or finance areas. You meet with senior
management to discuss firm strategy and
participate in task force projects to aid various

The Merrill Lynch Private Client group is
offering an unequaled opportunity to excel. If
you have the talent, creativity, energy and commitment to be a winner, this is an opportunity
that can make a difference in your career.

rest of the marketplace.
;
=

business units in meeting their strategic
objectives. Formal classes address career

The difference is Merrill Lynch.
For more information. write us:

’S

only

.
twice-weekly

newspaper
h .

reacning

8,400 people
every issue.

Resumes will be accepted through October 31st
Candidates for the program have outstanding
records of academic, extracurricular and work

Georgetown

&

|

D.C., area on

The Private Client Development
Program offers challenging positions in one of

by

oldest

u

On the Merrill Lynch Fast Track
For decades Merrill Lynch has been the leading

3

University

.

November 30 & December 1.

YOU CAN
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Interviewing in the Washington,
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development issues and enhance your
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SPORTS
sembly Meetings in Leavey
338. All students welcome.

Friday, October 6
1:30 p.m. Islamic Prayersin
Copley Hall basement in the
Muslim

Prayer

Room.

The

prayer room is open daily for
all other prayers. You are welcome to join us.
¥

Thursday, October 12
‘8 p.m. The Junior Class
Committee will hold its
weekly meetingin WGR 202.
All juniors welcome!" For
more information call 333—
5174.

6:30 p.m. Shabbat service
at the JSA house followed by
dinner at 7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. GPB
presents Who Framed Roger
Rabbit in Reiss 103. $1 for
cardholders, $3 for non-—
cardholders.

Saturday, October 7
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. GPB
presents Who Framed Roger

Room.

11 am. -1pm& 3-5 p.m.
MBNA Career Education
Center Law School Presentations: University of Pennsylvaniain the Copley MultiPurpose Room

Monday, October 9
12 a.m.-1:30 pm. Bagel
lunch at JSA. Everyone is
welcome.

- Columbus Day. All Classes
Cancelled.

5 pm. The Center for the
Advanced Study of Ethics
presents the Fifth Annual Joseph B. Brennan Lecture “Entering or Exiting Moral Traditions: A Cost-Benefit
Analysis” delivered by the
Reverend John C. Haughey,
S.J. in the ICC Auditorium.
All are welcome. Admission
is free.

Tuesday, October 10
8:30 p.m. Georgetown Uni- ~
versity Student Association
Committees Meetings in
Leavey 338. All students welcome.

Rabbit in Reiss 103. $1 for
cardholders, $3 for non-

Wednesday, October 11

cardholders.

5:30-7 pm. MBNA Career

Sunday, October 8
Masses at Dahlgren Chapel:
9am. 11am. 12:30p.m.,5
poi, 7. p.m..-8:30:p.m., 10
p.m. and 11:15 p.m.

Education Center Career
Spotlight: Law School Presentation:
Georgetown
alumni and friends of Georgetown discuss
career options
inthe field of law inthe Copley
Multi-Purpose Room.

7-9 p.m. MBNA Career
Education Center presents
Where Are They Now? An
alumni panel discusses life after Georgetown in Maguire
Hall Rm 102.

©

11 a.m. Protestant morning

worship and communion in
the Leavey Program Room.
7 p.m. Georgetown University Student Association As-

7-8:30 p.m. MBNA Career

7-9 pm. MBNA Career Education Center Law School
Presentations: Cornell University, Harvard University,
and University of Chicago in
the Copley Multi-Purpose

Education Center International Student Job Fair: registration begins in ICC 107.

Volleyball

Hoyas Fail to Take Irish Pot of Gold
HOYA Staff Writer

look at its non-starters in match

games (15-4. 15-7. 15-11).

Georgetown set the tone of play
throughout the match. Led by junior
Stannard’s

match-high

in game

one.

As

a team.

game.

Midshipwomen
Hoyas at six.

allowing

the

Tytko paced the Hoyas with eight kills
for the match, while Stannard added
seven. Sophomore Katy Bloodgood tallied 28 assists in the first two games for
the Hoyas.
Junior Stephanie Dersch took over the
setting duties for Georgetown in the final
game. Dersch picked up right where
Bloodgood left off. helping the Hoyas to
{inish the victory. Dersch posted 13 as-

tournament.”

totaling

seven Kills and a .545 hitting percentage
for the match.
Sophomore Lindsay Estes and junior
Meghan O’Rourke contributed to the
Hoyas’ team effort, each posting six kills
in the match.

“a

(®

1 HOUR PHOTO LAB in Georgetown has immediate openings for
part-time. Applicant should have

o

an interest in photography, retail
experience and enjoy working with

the public. Call 301-441-3723.
HOST DOORMEN for Georgetown restaurant. $7.00/hr. evenings. Apply with manager, 4PM-

7PM, Cafe Babalu 3235 M St.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN. Student needed for part-time sales
of Georgetown U. merchandise
to stores on and around campus.
Call Mr. Harris 800-523-3882.
(9

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT —- Earn up to $25-$45/hour
teaching basic conversational En-

glish in Japan, Taiwan or S. Korea. No teaching background or
Asian languages required. For
info. call: 206-632-1146 ext.
J53011
CRUISE JOBS - Students
Needed! Earn up to $2,000+/mo.
working for Cruise Ships or LandTour companies

+ World Travel.

Seasonal and Full-Time employment available. No experience
necessary. For more info. call:
206-634-0468 ext. C53011.
EARN $500 OR MORE WEEKLY

This Space
Could Be
Vo IV] £344

CHILD CARE/LT. HOUSEKEEPING — Doctor, Lawyer need help
withtwo lovely girls (14, 12). Homework, school pick-up and various

chores. Days and hrs. flexible. Near
Van Ness Metro. 202-775-1182.

ECONOMIC CONSULTING FIRM
seeks part-time assistant for database management and general:
office support. Ideal candidate:
self-directed, knows DBase IV,

flexible.

10-15

hours/week,

14th annual Tom Curtis Memorial Regatta at the Washington Sailing Marina in

Alexandria, Va., last weekend, capturing
third place with46 points. The Hoyas were
only two points shy of winner Old DoATTENTION SPRING BREAKERS!
BOOK NOW! Jamaica/Cancun $389,
Bahamas $359, Florida $129. Sell
Trips, Earn Cash & Go Free! 800-234-

minion University and lost a tiebreaker
to Princeton, which took second.
This year the regatta witnessed arecord

7007.

prestigious trophy.
“This would not have been possible
without the help of George Washington
University, who lent Georgetown four of
their boats,” said Head Coach Scott
Steele. “I was pleased with the results
and the great level of participation.”

SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL FREE with
SunSplash Tours. Highest commissions paid, lowest prices. Campus
Reps needed to sell Jamaica, Cancun,
Bahamas,

RESEARCH ASSISTANT needed
for author writing book on SUCCESS. Requires conducting 150
short surveys of people. Survey
informational reports will be pro-

vided.
send

Will pay $250.00.
letter

of

interest

Panama City. 1—

DIAL-A-BED, DIAL-A-DESK &
MORE! Dressers, sofas, etc. for
fast delivery. Call 301-699-1778.
Call 301-294-4384 for directions.
Friendly Furniture Company.

CALVARY
SHELTER
needs
evening/overnight volunteers to
help supervise homeless women’s
shelter. Call Laura 202-783-6651.

1 LARGE BEDROOM to share
with female in Eton Court. 5 min.

walk to G.U. Great security. Call
784-8887. Available immediately!

for the

ments of the late Thomas E. Curtis, Jr.
(CAS 68), one of Georgetown'’s top
sailors, who died in a 1978 boating accident at age 33.
In the “A” division, junior skipper
Jeremy

Parker

and

sophomore

crewmember Liz Schwartz alternated
days withsophomore skipper Tim Devine
and freshman crewmember Alston
McCall,

winning

the division

with

19

points.

“We

have

got to be there mentally

The Fighting Irish manhandled the
Hoyas in three games (15-11. 15-3. 156), in their Big East opener Saturday in
McDonough Gym. Notre Dame shot out

every single time to do it; but we can
conceivably win every one of our Big
East matches that come up now.” Nagel
said.
Saturday's loss to Notre Dame puts
the Hoyas at 0-1 in the conference stand-

to quick leads in all three games. forcing

ings. However. according to Nagel. the

Georgetown to play catch-up throughout
the match.

loss could provide some extra motivation
for the team to make the Big East tournament in late November.
“Hopefully, we will [get a second
chance against Notre Dame]. I know the
team would like to play:them again,”
Nagel said.

Dame again in the regular season.

In game one, the Irish took an 8-0 lead

before the Hoyas knew what hit them.
Notre Dame’s Jaimie Lee and Kristina
Ervin led the onslaught, posting 23 of

their team’s 55 kills for the match.

wn

secured sixth in the “B” division, as the

Meanwhile, in the “B” division, freshman skipper Andy Schneider and
crewmember McCall alternated days
with freshman skipper Scott Haladay
and crewmember Schwartz to take third

with 27 points.
In the Danmark Trophy at Coast Guard
Academy last weekend the Hoyas competed against 20 teams, placing seventh

overall with 232 points. Skippering in
the "A" division. sophomore Andy
Herlihy and
alternate crewmembers
sophomore Abby Herbst and junior Christina Corso cruised into fourth place with
95 points.
:
I was really happy with Andy’s performance. He has come a long way.”
Steele said.
Inthe *B" division junior skipper Mike
Callahan captured 12th place with 137
points. Navy won the regatta, while St.
Mary's took second and Tufts secured
third.
Georgetown

sent two sailors to the

Freshman Groundbreaker at SUNY
Maritime last weekend, hoping to continue the successes the team has enjoyed

over the last few years.
In the "A" division. freshman skipper
[an Burman sailed his 420 into third
place.” Freshman skipper Eben Colby

:

Hoyas finished fifth overall. Old Domin-

ion University was first, Navy second
and St. Mary’s was third. Because of
poor wind conditions, Sunday 's races
were canceled for the day. The Hoyas
dropped from fourth to fifth after the last
two races were not counted.
“There was a lot of current, which was
shifty under the bridge and very little
wind.” Colby said.
Georgetown

sailed in the Women’s

Middle Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing
Association Singlehanded atNavy, seeking to qualify for the Singlehanded Intercollegiate

Yacht

Racing

Association

Championships. Unfortunately, the team
fell just short as freshman skipper Liz
Bent captured fourth and sophomore skipper Christin Feldman took fifth. Only the
top three qualify for the ICYRAs.
The Sailing World magazine national
rankings listed the Hoyawomen’s team

as fifth, while the coed team is ranked
14th.
“Our goal this season is for both teams
to finish in the top five,” Steele said.
Next weekend, the Hoyas will compete in four regattas: the Hapmore Trophy at Coast Guard, the Women's Intersectional

at Navy,

the Area

C Mono

Elims. also at Navy, and the Hobart/
William Smith Invite at Hobart College.

Georgetown to Take On American Next
tean, asunabletoconvertalwo-on-one
opportunity. effectively ending any comeback hopes.

ADOPTION

LOVING CHILDLESS COUPLE
seeks to adopt infant or toddler.
Legal/medical expenses paid. Call

an

extended rainstorm made for poor footing. A strong windalso persisted through-

A

BABY

DESIRED.

Childless

to adopt infant or twins. We will
provide a secure and loving home.
Medical and legal expenses paid.

Call Diana and Steve
(301) 565-9443.

collect at

THe Hova has a place for your
classified ad!

Call (202) 687-3947 or stop by
Leavey 421

|

with the loss. finishing what had been a
disappointing week for the young squad.

The Hoyas were on the losing end of a
1-0 decision Sunday. when they traveled
to the University of Richmond. The Spi-

“I feel as though we completely dominated this team for the second portion of ders posted a single goal late in the first
half and made it stand up over the course
the sccond half. after a relatively uninspired first half. The fact that we kept the | of the game. Sousa had a strong performance in goal with 17 saves.
ball out of our defensive end but could
The team traveled to Philadelphia, Pa.
not tie up the game was frustrating.”
Tuesday. for a game against Ursinus
Simons said.
College. Sousa again gave up only one
The adverse weather conditions played

703-759-4532.
married professional couple seeks

TRAVEL

If thereisabrightspotin Georgetown's

COLE:

Philip

Smart, 13355 Noel Rd., Suite 500,
Dallas, TX 75240.

turnout as 16 schools competed

The regatta, which is held each fall on
the Potomac, commemorates the achieve-

FOR SALE

Please
to

Daytona,

800-426-7710.

$7/

hour. Fax resume to (202) 898—
0445, Attn: Marketing Assistant.

it to the

upcoming schedule, it is that it will not
have to face Big East newcomer Notre

said.

The Georgetown sailing team held the

SPRING INTO FALL by working
to elect environmental politicians.
Clean Water Action is now hiring
motivated individuals for F/PT positions. Learn while you earn. 202457-1286 ext. 107.

to make

“It was a great team effort.” Devine

‘By John Galbraith

~ Classifieds
EXXON STATION NOW HIRING
for cashier, gas pump attendant,
tow truck driver. Part time. $6.00/
hour + commission. One block
from Union Station Metro. Call
202-543-9456.

record

Dame. Nagel continues to set high ex-

pectations for her team and its Big East
season.
“We really have to be ready now for
the Big East conference play. That's
what it all comes down to.” Nagel said.
“We've got to be ready to play. We can’t
have any lulls.”

GU Captures Third at Curtis Regatta
HOYA Staff Writer

long SASE to: Country Living Shoppers, Dept. G2, P.O. Box 1779,
Denham Springs, LA 70727.

“[The players] were bummed that they

Sailing

ea Juesdny or cll 687-3415

stuffing envelopes at home. Send

[conference]

with a

didn’t play alittle bit better against Notre
Dame.” Nagel said. “They're putting
some pressure on themselves to do it, to
play the best they possibly can and to
show they re a competitive team.”
Despite the disappointing
loss to Notre

to take to the road for eight of their final
12 matches, including tough conference
matches at Connecticut and St. John's to
finish the season.

“It’s just really competitive. no matter
what.” Nagel said. “Every match is crucial because you have to have a good

13 digs. along

team-high 10 kills.
Notre Dame's defense and consistent
attack, however. visibly frustrated the
Hoyas and never allowed them lo take a
lead except for a 1-0 lead in the second
game.

& p.m. Seinfeld and snacks
at the JSA.

Don't forget to get your Community Calendar Submissions in!
Drop them off at THE Hoya in 421 Leavey Center by 5 p.m.

EMPLOYMENT

her match-high

that looms ahead.
Eight of the 10 Big East foes that the
Hoyas have yet to play have records of
.500 or better. The Hoyas will also have

A battery of Georgetown hitting. however, helped the Hoyas overcome their
service woes and lead them to victory in
the second game. Freshman Melissa

while

Georgetown promptly marched back
from the deficit. though, pulling
to within
two points at 8-10 in the first game.
Stannard led the comeback with many of

. match at Villanova and the remainder of
a tough Big East portion of the schedule

the

to pull even with the

sists in the third game

[the Irish] were going to do with us,”
Nagel said.

ball Head Coach Jolene Nagels speeches
nowadays, as she looks ahead to tonight's

Hoyas hit .433 in the first game.
In the second game the Hoyas" service
game hit a lull. as it has a tendency to do
in many matches. Georgetown posted a
majority of its 11 service errors in the
second

play.

reverberate throughout women's volley-

three

service aces. the Hoyas™ service game
boosted them to a quick start and 15-4
victory

we were waiting, instead of being aggressive and doing what we're capable
of doing. They were waiting to see what

giving them time predominantly in the
third game. They responded effectively,
hitting .303 in the third game. Georgetown hit an impressive .371 for the
match.
.
:
The victory improved Georgetown'’s
overall mark to 12-7.
However, it doesn’t get any easier
from here.
This is the message that seems to

If the Georgetown women's volleyball team was looking to catch its breath
inthe midst of a tough conference schedule, it got a chance Tuesday night at
Annapolis, taking on the United States
Naval Academy.
;
Georgetown had little difficulty disposing of the Midshipwomen in three

Danielle

“I think that was part of the fact that

The match against Navy provided the
Hoyas with a rare opportunity to take a

By Brian Finch

important

role in the game.

as an

goal. while posting 12 saves. but once
again, it proved to be one too many. The

but that equally affected both teams.”
Simons said. “That should work to our

Hoyas were shut out for the second consecutive game, as the offense was only
able to muster 11 shots.
:
“Throughout the week, our problems
continued to be the same.” Simons said.

advantage because we were playing on

“We had the same types of mental mis-

our home field.”
Georgetown's record dropped to 3-4

takes that have plagued us all season. We
allowed the other team to score first. and

out the contest.
“Definitely the footing was a problem.

that has been our source of trouble. We
have won every game in which we have
scored first. but we have lost every time
we give up the first goal.”
Looking ahead at the upcoming schedule. Georgetown will travel to American
University for a rematch with the team

that beat them 4-1 in the season opener.
Earlier in the season Simons targeted
that game as an indicator of the young

team’s progress and maturation.
“Obviously. we've had a tough week
and we don’t have much time to prepare
for Saturday's game.” Simons said. “But
that might be good in that we can get
right back into our games.”

“I'm still working on getting this team
to believe that they can dominate teams,”
she said. “and

I think that slowly but

surely. that is beginning to happen.”
Georgetown takes on American Sunday at 12 p.m.
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Men's Soccer

Hoyas Smash Red Flash, 5-1
bound of a shot from senior Raul Ferrer.
Ferrer was credited with an assist on the

By Ken Thomas
HOYA Staff Writer

left corner of the goal on his attempt.
Ferrer took a team-high eight shots in the

play.

game.

The onslaught continued in the 14th

Despite being groggy from the diffi-

Assisi. St. Francis (Pa.) College had
little reason to celebrate.
The Georgetown men’s soccer team
blitzed St. Francis with two goals in the

minute when Ferrer headed in his fourth
goal of the season. Dillard took the ball
over the midfield line and hit junior Pat
Kelly in the corner. Kelly eluded a de-

cult first half. the Red Flash blanked the
Hoyas in the second half. The Hoyas

first six minutes of play
leading to a 3-1 win on a
Field. The non-conference
the Hoyas" overall record
“To come out the way

Wednesday,
soggy Harbin
victory raised
to 4-6-2.
we came out

fender in the right corner and centered a
pass in front of the goal for the waiting
Ferrer.

was

Coach

On the feast day of St. Francis of

were

held

scoreless

in

the

half,

as

reach with two goals within one minute

Tabatznik substituted for most of his
starters.
The only scoring of the half came in
the 78th minute, as Red Flash sophomore Jim Beek scored off a deflection
from senior goalkeeper Eduardo Nunez.

The Hoyas then put the game out of

Keith

of each other. In the 17th minute. senior

who replaced starting sophomore goal-

Tabatznik. “Today. we came out right

Jason Butler scored his first career goal

from the beginning and the first half was
solid and 25-30 minutes [of it] was abso-

on a give-and-go with Kelly. After hitting Kelly with a pass. Butler sprinted

lutely exceptional.”
Georgetowndominated the action from
the opening whistle. as the offense controlled the ball in the St. Francis end for
the majority of the first half.
Alter applying strong pressure on starting goalkeeper David Godley. the Hoyas

toward the front of the goal and headed in

keeper Eric McAndrew. St. Francis’ Troy
Molmey hit a strong direct kick that was
deflected by Nunez, but Beek was in the
right place to put the Red Flash on the

greal.”

said

Head

scored their first goal in the third minute

on a header by sophomore Greg Dillard.
The play began with a corner Kick from
freshman Eric Kvello. who placed the
ball in front of the goal. Dillard positioned himself on the right side of the

goal and popped it pastadiving Godfrey.
Less than three minutes later, the Hoyas
extended their lead to 2-0 when Kvello
scored from eight yards away off a re-

a return pass from Kelly.
Georgetown gave St. Francis 19 sec-

board.

onds tocatch its breath before scoring the

margin

Hoyas" final goal of the game. The Red

corner kicks by a margin of 12-7.
Two of the Hoyas" senior starters, goalkeeper Dave Stapleton and leading scorer
Ben McKnight, were rested against St.
Francis. Both will be in the lineup when
the Hoyas face their next opponent, the

Flash defense could not hold back the
Hoyas. as Ferrer took two shots on goal.
the second knocking down Red Flash

goalkeeper Dave Schmidt. After the second shot deflected off of Schmidt, freshman Jeremy McKitrick controlled the
loose ball and scored from the left side of
the goal.

The Hoyas had another chance to score
before the end of the half when

Ferrer

was tripped inside the box. He was
awarded a penalty kick. but missed the

The Hoyas outshot the Red Flash by a
of 37-10

and tallied five more

Fighting Irish of Notre Dame in the first

Big East game between the two schools.
Notre Dame is in its first season in the
Big East Conference.

Tabatznik said that the game will be
another important Big East game for
Georgetown, which will enter the game

Sean Redmond/The HOYA

Junior Pat Kelly (right) is stopped by Red Flash goalkeeper Dan Schmidt (No. 00) in GU’s 5-1 defeat of St. Francis.
with a 2-2-1 record in conference action.
Notre Dame (5-5 overall) was defeated

1-0 by the University of Detroit last night
in South Bend, Ind. The Irish, who were

also arecipient of an NCAA (ournament

bid last season, sporta 1-3 record in the
Big East. Notre Dame lost to No. 5
Rutgers, No. 25 Seton Hall and Boston

Jersey to Seton Hall and Rutgers, which is
understandable,” Tabatznik said. “Like
any other Big East game, it is going to be

College.
"N Notre Dame]

a battle. We have to be up to it and perform
lost on a weekend

in

at a level we know we can play at.”

t

HOYA Athlete of the Week

Women's Soccer

DiCarlo Improves at D.C. Metro

By Brian Franey

year as a member of the Georgetown
men’s tennis team, has been the pro-

HOYA Staff Writer

tege of several upperclassmen during his first two seasons. After his
performance in last weekend's D.C.
Metro Tennis Championships.
DiCarlo now is poised to have the
same effect on the younger members
of the team.
DiCarlo, playing in the flight “A”
division of the D.C. Metro Champi-

The Georgetown women's soccer

team had a week of something old
and something new in two games on

Harbin field in the last week.
The Hoyas continued to struggle

in the Big East, dropping to 0-4 Saturday after a 1-0 loss to Villanova.
Georgetown then tied Mount St.
Mary's 0-0 Tuesday, the first tie in
the three-year history of the women's
soccer program.

onships, reached the semi-finals for

the first time before falling to George
Washington's No. 1 singles player.
Yural Karutzy. For his efforts,
DiCarlo has been named THE Hova's
Athlete of the Week.
“I definitely feel that this weekend
shows how I'm capable of playing.”
DiCarlo said. “What 1 was really
happy about was that I played two
matches in a row that were very intense and I played up to my capabilities.”
;
DiCarlo, ranked No. 30 by the
Eastern Tennis Association. reached
the semi-finals after three victories in
the tournament. In the round of 32. he
defeated Maryland's No. 3 singles
player, T.J. Klier. 7-5. 6-4. DiCarlo
followed that effort with another 7-5,

Georgetown's defense was solid
against the Mountaineers, limiting |

the opposition
to just 11 shots. Freshman goalie Abby George made three
saves for her fourth shutout of the
season. George's biggest stop came

late in the second half. when

she

turned aside a breakaway to keep the

game scoreless.
The Hoyas were aggressive on offense, pelting 22 shots on Mountaincer goalie Tania Bruno, who made
eight saves. Juniors Lorelei Aviza
and Erin Donovan each took five
shots.

Georgetown controlled the ball for
the majority of the overtime, with its

best scoring opportunity
coming fron
{freshman Luanne Tunmore. Tunmore
hooked a shot just outside of the far

challenge. After having that experi-

ence. [ think he’s taken it up to the
next level.” Bausch said.
DiCarlo also has been instrumental in the leadership of the men’s
squad. Without any seniors on its

(CAS

95)

that

in and tried to be vocal

because

I

wanted to fit in. I learned then that I
was taken more seriously by my actions than by my words.” DiCarlo
said. “I’vereally believed in that ever
since and I'd much rather lead by
example.”
DiCarlo. a government major in
the College. also attributes much of
his work ethic both on and off the
tennis court to the example of the
team leaders during his
and sophomore years.

freshman

“They worked hard in the classroom and I tried to emulate them in
. the classroom.” DiCarlo said. “Mark
was the one who taught me to work

athletically. He was always in very
good shape and I tried to follow that.
That's made a big difference in my

roster and eight freshmen looking to
make the transition from the high

game.”
In evaluating

school ranks, DiCarlo has tried to set
an example through his work ethic.
“He is setting the standard by how
consistently hard he is working everyday and I think that is the most
substantial way to lead, especially

goals this year. DiCarlo places more.

with eight new players on the team,”

Eventually. the results will come,”
DiCarlo said. “How hard you play

Bausch
From
Hilltop,
former
(GSB

said.
his past two years on the
DiCarlo has learned from
team leaders John Santoro

94), Greg Lester (GSB

’94)

the team’s overall

emphasis on progress than results.
“It’s so hard to say what's going to

happen. My goal for the team is for
them to always work hard in practice
and give it their best in their matches.

and how hard you try is better than
measuring results. It’s tough to mea-

sure results when you have a young
team.”

15-minute ses-

tennis team was shut out by the University of Richmond, 9-0, the men came

turns in play.
Sophomore Jonathan Chang joined

a 13-1

Berman as a second-round casualty to
Comnell’s Tom Brownlie, 6-1, 6-3.

on corner Kicks, a

back with two strong performances at the

critical statistic because the game’s

D.C. Metropolitan Tournament at home

lone goal was scored off of a corner

last weekend.

kick.

Junior Chris DiCarlo defeated opponents from Maryland, Cornell and George
Washington, before losing 7-5, 6-2, to

Villanova’s Maura McGhee and
Julie Flister, the Wildcats’ two most
active players in the game, teamed
up for the score. Flister and McGhee
cach took eight shots in the game.
Villanova was awarded a corner kick

at the 48:07 mark and took full advantage of the opportunity.
Flister sent a pass in front of the
Georgetown goal, where McGhee
was waiting. McGhee then headed
the ball past a diving George to provide for the 1-0 final.

Villanova improved its record to
7-1-1 with the victory, including a 4-

1 Big East mark. Georgetown faces a
tough obstacle in its next contest, as

it will do battle with Big East powerhouse Connecticut, ranked [ifth in
the country. The game will take place
Sunday at 2 p.m. on Harbin field.

George Washington's Yural Karutzy in

the semifinals.
His teammate, sophomore Kevin Levy,
also reached the semifinals before losing
to George Washington's Ronen Biron 6-

4, 6-4.
Head Coach Rich Bausch said of
DiCarlo and Levy, “They played phenomenally, really focused.”
According to Bausch, both Biron and
Karutzy are among the best in the D.C.
area and are also older. having served in
the Israeli military before entering college.

The other Hoyaplayers lost early in the
singles round. Justin Berman was the
only freshman Hoya who won his firstround match. His classmates Jonathan
Massicot, Justin Phillips, Joshua Piuma,
David Gilbertson and Thomas Shumaker
were all defeated in straight sets.

HOYA Staff Writer

Even in the midst of an emotionally draining week, the field
hockey team may have finally discovered its recipe for success
in the upcoming weeks. Despite losing its third straight game,
a 2-1 decision to Davis & Elkins College, it has finally begun
to display the ability to dominate teams, something that surfaced late in the second half of Thursday’s defeat.
After allowing an upstart Davis & Elkins squad to dictate
play throughout the game, Georgetown began to take control of
the contest, cutting a 2-0 deficit in half before time ran out on

Chang teamed with DiCarlo to produce

the

only

notable

doubles

result.

They reached the quarterfinals before
losing 8-3 to Maryland’s T.J. Klier and
Jay Kimmel.
“I’m not satisfied with where we're at
doubles-wise,” Bausch said. He said the

the comeback.

Reflecting on the loss, Head Coach Kim Simons said, “It is
definitely a setback, but as I said to the team, it never should
have gotten to that point. It never should have been close, and

losses of his young team were because a

lack of doubles experience at the high
school level.
The women dropped to 0-2 in the
season with their loss at Richmond.
Sophomore Erin Kamemoto stretched
Suzanne Gamboli to three sets before
losing. The Spiders defeated the rest of
the Hoyas in straight sets.

they never should have gone up by two goals.”
After a scoreless first hall, Davis & Elkins got on the board

first, as Katie Breslin converted on a breakaway attempt, firing
a shot past freshman goalie Lori Sousa. Roughly 15 minutes
later, Breslin struck again, beating Sousa on a penalty shot.
Following the goals. Georgetown began to take over the
game, keeping the ball deep in the offensive end for the
remainder of the game. With about 12 minutes remaining in the

The women are slated to play at the
Maryland Invitational Tournament, held

at the University

of Maryland,

“game, senior Sara Fox took a crossing pass from sophomore
Tara Mulrooney and scored the Hoyas’ lone goal.
Although they continued to dominate play until the final

today

through Sunday.

On the same dates, the men will play
at the ECAC Invitational Team Championship at Princeton where they will likely
face stiff competition from either Harvard
or Princeton.

LY a

first serves and not getting enough re-

ed

A day after the Georgetown women’s

WY

tion in the Georgetown end for the
game, allowing the Hoyas only four
shots on goal. The Wildcats also held

By Doug Adams

whistle,

the Hoyas

were

never

able

to draw

even.

On

two

separate occasions, the Hoyas appeared to have scored the
game-tying goal, but both shots were disallowed because of
i

Ellen Gstalder/The HOYA

Lauren Hilsky and the Hoyas play American Sunday.

ed

HOYA Staff Writer

“Some of the lack of matches showed,”
Bausch said of the freshmen performances. He attributed the losses to few

ed

By Kate James

penalty calls. After squandering numerous corner chances, the
See FIELD HOCKEY, p.13"

Pt

SAVES.
Villanova’s defense kept the ac-

GU Shines in D.C. Metro

Dummy pt

goal. Therookie made a strong showing against the barrage, making nine

Hoyas Lose 2-1;
Drop Third Straight

pet

season.
Villanova dominated the Hoyas,
blitzing George with 33 shots on

Tennis

Pet

Mount St. Mary’s four. The tie put
Georgetown’s record at 4-5-1 on the

th

sion.
The Hoyas had 11 corner Kicks to

advantage

Red.

he had a lot of ups and downs. While
this may be difficult for many sophomores, Head Coach Rich Bausch believes the experience benefited
DiCarlo.
“I think last year was very difficult
but at the same time he relished the

Bittles

pa

post in the second

Sean Redmond/The HOYA

Chris DiCarlo reached the semifinals at the D.C. Metro Championships.

6-4 win, over Cornell's Craig Hurley,
who plays at No. 2 singles for the Big

season at No. 1 singles. DiCarlo said

Mark

leadership is often best left unspoken.
-“When | was a freshman, | came

LIC

Chris DiCarlo, now in his junior

and

—

HOYA Sports Writer

Next

In the quarterfinals, he won again
in straight sets, beating George
Washington's Anders Bergkvist 64, 6-4.
Despitehis 7-5. 6-2 loss to Karutzy
Sunday, DiCarlo’seffort signifies improvement from last year’s second
round loss to the Colonials’ Dave
Skid in the D.C. Metro.
While spending the majority of last

0

No.5 UConn

By Ken Thomas

—

Hoyas Tie
Mounties

